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Abstract 
Embedded software is shaping and influencing our world and it is unimaginable to 
realise day to day life without it. Since the introduction of the first Electronic Control 
Unit (ECU) in the 1970s, the automotive industry has seen a substantial increase of 
embedded software in vehicles. The use of embedded software in the automotive 
industry has led to a significant increase in the number and complexity of different 
vehicle systems, features and functions. This level of complexity drives premium 
vehicles with no fewer than 70 ECUs interconnected by more than five on-board 
network systems such as Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network 
(LIN), Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST), FlexRay and Ethernet. 
 
In a typical automotive development process, the main challenge for the engineers is to 
uncover as many failure modes and/or software defects as possible during the early 
stages of the vehicle programme. During the early phases of the development, failure 
modes and/or software defects are difficult to uncover but easy and inexpensive to fix. 
During the latter phases of the development, failure modes and/or software defects are 
easy to uncover since the final product has been built. At this stage, failure modes 
and/or software defects are hard and expensive to fix as changes required in the 
embedded software. 
 
The aim of this research was to develop and deploy innovative solutions in order to 
shift failure modes and/or software defects detection early in automotive product 
development. The initial research work was conducted through an analysis of failure 
modes and/or software defects found during a typical Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) vehicle 
programme development. This preliminary work also then focused on supplier base 
capability for automotive embedded software development. The research findings from 
the internal and external analysis, together with the literature review on best practice 
have driven the development of four solutions. 
 
A process called Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) was created and deployed 
within JLR. The MBPE process brings together model-based development and other 
development processes in a standardised form. A new generic Design Verification 
Interface (DVI) for test exchange and traceability across all MBPE process levels was 
developed. The generic DVI eliminates or reduces redundant efforts of re-writing test 
cases and test scripts for automated testing. A semi-formal Standardised Design 
Verification Method (SDVM) was developed for defining test cases for all vehicle 
systems in a common template. The SDVM presents test cases as machine readable 
data and allows auto-generation of test scripts suitable for automated testing. An end-
to-end solution called Platform Independent Test System was developed in order to 
integrate the MBPE, DVI and SDVM solutions. The proposed PITS supports all levels 
of system abstraction from the test case definition phase to the execution of automated 
scripts in both offline and real-time test environments. 
 
Evaluation results have demonstrated a significant shift in the detection of failure 
modes and/or software defects towards the early phases of the product development. 
An early detection of more than 50% of failure modes and/or software defects was 
achieved. This is a substantial change from the previous state where embedded 
software validation was conducted only after supplier software release. Furthermore, 
results have shown a 40% reduction in engineering effort for test scripts creation and a 
five to tenfold reduction in engineering time for automated testing.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
Embedded software is influencing our world and it is difficult to envisage day to day 
activities without it (Ebert and Jones, 2009a). Over the last 20 years software has had 
an impact on embedded systems functionality. Furthermore the innovation of products 
has increased rapidly (Liggesmeyer and Trapp, 2009a). Embedded software can be 
found in many applications, such as mobile phones, medical equipment, energy 
generation, home appliances, aircrafts, ships, chemical plants and automotive 
electronics such as infotainment, engine, brakes and comfort systems (Lee, 2000), 
(Graaf et al., 2003), (Ebert and Jones, 2009b), (Liggesmeyer and Trapp, 2009b), (Li 
and Malik, 2012), (Zhuang et al., 2014). According to (Qian et al., 2009) a typical 
embedded system consists of hardware and software parts. The hardware part 
includes a microprocessor or microcontroller and other components such as sensors 
and actuators. The embedded software part is the driving force of an embedded 
system and usually has processing and memory constraints. In the automotive industry 
most of the embedded software is executed in real-time. Real-time embedded software 
means that response time is critical since all scheduled tasks must be executed in a 
specified time period (Gai and Violante, 2016). 
 
Introducing and managing in-vehicle embedded software is not new to the automotive 
industry (Lutz, 1993), (Bennett and Wennberg, 2005), (Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, 2000), 
(Navet and Simonot-Lion, 2008). Since the deployment of the first Electronic Control 
Unit (ECU) in the 1970s, the automotive industry has seen a trend in the increase of 
embedded software in vehicles, (Grimm, 2003), (Broy, 2006), (Henzinger and Sifakis, 
2006), (Pretschner et al., 2007), (Hanselmann, 2008), (Liggesmeyer and Trapp, 
2009a), (Fürst, 2010), (Schulze et al., 2012), (Maurer and Winner, 2013a), (Petrenko et 
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al., 2015a). The trend in the increase of embedded software has been more noticeable 
in the past 15 years due to ECU processing power and memory availability to the 
vehicle manufacturers and suppliers. 
 
The complexity of automotive electronics with embedded software continuous to 
increase exponentially (Hanselmann, 2008), (Mossinger, 2010). According to (Polzer et 
al., 2012a), (Buckl et al., 2012) the amount of embedded software in vehicles within 30 
years has increased from 0 to 10 million lines of code. At the beginning of this research 
this number was much higher, as a premium vehicle can reach up to 100 million lines 
of code (JLR-APC, 2012). Additionally, premium vehicles have no fewer than 70 ECUs 
interconnected by more than five network systems such as Controller Area Network 
(CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN), Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST), 
FlexRay and Ethernet (JLR-APC, 2012).  
 
It is widely accepted in the automotive industry that embedded software in vehicles 
realise more than 2,000 functions and features can contribute 50%-70% of the 
development costs of an ECU (Grimm, 2003), (Yeaton, 2004), (Conrad et al., 2005), 
(Broy, 2006), (Karsai, 2006), (Charette, 2009), (Mondragon et al., 2009), (Gmehlich 
and Jones, 2013). Furthermore, up to 40% of the production cost of a vehicle is due to 
embedded software and electronics. Even in 2010, (Fürst, 2010) suggests, that 90% of 
all automotive innovations are driven by electronics and in-vehicle embedded software. 
 
1.2. Vehicle features, functions, components and systems 
A high level decomposition of a typical premium vehicle system architecture is shown 
in Figure 1. The vehicle embedded software architecture consists of a number of 
systems (very often referred as domains) such as body, infotainment, power supply, 
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safety, comfort, powertrain and hybrids. Each system consists of a number of ECUs (or 
components) such as Body Controller Module (BCM), Engine Management System 
(EMS) and Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). Each component is made up of a number of 
functions designed to support vehicle features distributed across many components 
and systems. It is essential to state that the breakdown structure of the vehicle system 
architecture shown in Figure 1 is typical of all premium vehicles within the automotive 
industry (Navet and Simonot-Lion, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 1. High level decomposition of a typical vehicle system architecture. 
 
It is very common in the automotive industry to link vehicle features to customer needs 
and wants. According to (Navet and Simonot-Lion, 2008) a feature is a characteristic or 
trait in the broadest sense that an individual product instance of a product line may or 
may not have. In addition to that, a feature may not necessarily correspond to a system 
or component and it can be selected or deselected in the product configuration. Typical 
examples of a vehicle feature are auto-wiping, navigation, locking and auto-parking. 
The deployment of these features require embedded software development and 
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processes, methods and tools capable for robust and reliable product creation and a 
fast time to market. 
 
The use of embedded software and new electronics within the automotive industry has 
led to a significant increase in the number and complexity of different vehicle features 
and functions. As mentioned earlier vehicle features are driven by customer 
expectations. The increase in the numbers of vehicle features realised by embedded 
software will continue to grow as customers demand higher quality, reliability and 
comfort. In addition to that, external factors such as legislation for CO2 reduction and 
road safety will contribute significantly to the increase in automotive embedded 
software development and test. Automotive companies including Jaguar Land Rover 
(JLR) must create robust embedded software while managing the pressures of 
increased system complexity and reduced time to market. Furthermore, the control of 
the increased complexity of vehicle systems represents a core challenge as more and 
more automotive companies are undertaking embedded software development 
activities in house (Schulze et al., 2012). 
 
1.3. Vision of the project 
In a typical automotive development process the main challenge of the engineers is to 
uncover as many failure modes and/or software defects as possible during the early 
stages of the vehicle programme. The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 
Engineering Terminology (September, 1990) is used in this research project for the 
definitions of failure, failure mode, fault, error and defect. Details for these definitions 
are given in Submission 1. 
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An illustration of a typical product development timeline and the effort for finding and 
fixing failure modes and/or software defects is shown in Figure 2. During the early 
phases of the development, failure modes and/or software defects are difficult to 
uncover but easy and inexpensive to fix. At this early stage failure modes and/or 
software defects are difficult to uncover because only requirements and early concepts 
exist and the product has not been built yet. During the last phases of the development, 
failure modes and/or software defects are easy to uncover because the final product 
has been built. At this stage, failure modes and/or software defects are hard and 
expensive to fix as changes required in the software coding, hardware, tooling, 
verification and validation of the final product. 
 
 
Figure 2. Failure modes and/or software defects detection points during a typical 
product development timeline. 
 
Figure 3 shows the associated cost of repair of fixing a failure mode or a software 
defect introduced at a different stage of the product development including the stage at 
which a product is built and sold to customers (Lazic and Mastorakis, 2008). More 
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specifically in Figure 3 is shown that a failure mode or a software defect introduced in 
the requirements phase will cost approximately 368 times more to fix in the customer 
phase than in the phase in which was introduced. Correspondingly, it will cost 5 times 
more to fix in the design phase, 10 times more in the code phase, 50 times more in the 
test phase and 130 times more in the integration phase. A summary of the main 




Figure 3. Failure modes and/or software defects introduction and repair phases during 
a typical product development timeline 
 
The challenge of detecting failure modes and/or software defects during the early 
stages of the product development has led the automotive industry to research new 
and innovative ideas in the area of embedded software development and test (Murphy 
et al., 2008), (Alemanni et al., 2011), (Krogstie, 2012), (Shahbakhti et al., 2012), 
(Chakraborty et al., 2012a), (Goto, 2013), (Shahrokni and Feldt, 2013). As a result 
researchers come up with a number of specific research challenges that they believe, if 
solved, can potentially help to improve automotive embedded software development 
and test processes. As an example, (Hanselmann, 2008) identifies several research 
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challenges for embedded software in vehicles. These challenges include the need to 
improve hardware and software architectures for vehicles; reduce system complexity; 
improve software development processes; develop and deploy improved model-based 
software development processes; and integrate tool support for software development 
and automated testing. 
 
However, the introduction of embedded software in vehicles is affecting all phases of 
automotive product development due to variability of ECUs and systems aiming to 
deliver customer intent functionality. A change in one function, ECU or a vehicle 
system can affect the whole product development and test (need for new hardware or 
re-tooling). These changes are driven from the need to support different vehicle 
markets as well as customer selectable features. 
 
The vision of this project is to address the automotive embedded software 
development challenge of detecting failure modes and/or software defects at the 
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1.4. Motivation, research aim and objectives 
The scope of this section is to present the motivation and the problem quantification for 
this research. The understanding and quantification of the problem was conducted 
through a real world automotive case study derived from Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). In 
addition to that the aim and objectives of this research project are presented. 
 
1.4.1. Company background 
The direct beneficiary of this research project is JLR and its supplier base. JLR is the 
UK’s largest automotive manufacturing company, built around two iconic British vehicle 
brands. Land Rover, a manufacturer of premium all-wheel drive vehicles and Jaguar, 
manufacturer of premier luxury sports saloon and sports car marques. Under the 
ownership of Tata Motors Limited, JLR is employing approximately 26,000 people 
globally. In addition to that JLR supports more than ~190,000 UK jobs through the 
supply chain, dealer network and wider economy. Furthermore, JLR is the biggest UK 
investor in Research and Development (R&D) (~£3.5 Billion annual investment) in the 
manufacturing sector, ahead of British Aerospace and Rolls-Royce, and in the global 
top 100 for R&D spend (Jaguar Land Rover, 2014). More information related to the 
history of the company is given in Submission 1. 
 
1.4.2. Motivation 
As mentioned earlier the automotive industry has changed drastically in the last 20 
years mainly due to the introduction and use of embedded software in vehicles. This 
change has also affected Jaguar Land Rover. JLR and the rest of the automotive 
industry are aiming to reduce product development cycles while having to introduce 
new and innovative customer features mainly driven by embedded software. Product 
development cycles are difficult to shorten if failure modes and/or software defects are 
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found late in product development. The motivation for this research was amplified and 
strengthened from the fact that many challenges associated to automotive embedded 
software development processes are yet to be resolved (Bosch and Eklund, 2012), 
(Chakraborty et al., 2012b), (Lind and Heldal, 2012), (Mader et al., 2012), (Polzer et al., 
2012b), (Broy et al., 2013), (Studnia et al., 2013), (Braun et al., 2014a). The spectrum 
of these challenges is ranging from new processes, methods and tools for embedded 
software to new skills and organisational changes. Being able to fast develop new 
software features and integrate them with existing vehicle systems provides the 
automotive OEMs with a key competitive advantage and brand differentiation. New 
software features must be developed to meet the intent customer and system 
specification as well as being robust to noise factors such as system configuration and 
system updates. 
 
The motivation for this research is driven from the increased complexity of 
automotive embedded software in vehicles and the drive to reduce product 
development cycles through early detection of failure modes and/or software 
defects. 
 
In the following section a real world case study is presented in order to better 
understand and quantify the exact problem to be addressed by this research project. 
 
1.4.3. Understanding and quantification of the problem 
JLR use a specific product development system called Product Creation System (PCS) 
to design, develop and launch new vehicles into the market. The origin and details of 
JLR’s PCS is given in Submission 1. JLR’s PCS consists of a series of workstreams 
that allow development and progression from requirements, through design and 
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engineering, to validation, and ultimately to launch and mass production of vehicles. 
These workstreams are designed to ensure all aspects of the vehicle are fully 
compatible throughout the process with key synchronisation checkpoints at which 
progress is measured. JLR’s PCS is mainly made of gateways, prototype builds and 
assembly plant builds. These are described in more detail in Submission 1. The PCS 
process has specific targets for failure mode and/or software defects detection. These 
targets are associated with specific gateways. A symbolic representation of a target is 
defined as “X% of failure modes and/or software defects detected by Y gateway”. If a 
target is missed then the first production intent prototype vehicle at the later gateways 
is at risk. The risk is associated with the late detection of failure modes and/or software 
defects causing late Electronic Control Unit (ECU) software and hardware changes. 
The specific JLR failure modes and/or software defects detection targets and the 
associated PCS gateways are given in Submission 1. 
 
The purpose of this case study was to collect and analyse a recent JLR vehicle 
programme in order to greater understand and quantify the problem of late 
detection of failure modes and/or software defects during product development. 
 
The key steps of the case study and analysis were as follows: 
 
• Collect data (failure modes and/or software defects) from the start of the vehicle 
programme development phase through to mass production. 
• Exclude from the analysis data related to mechanical failure modes and defects 
and focus the analysis on software related data only. 
• Map collected data against PCS timing and investigate detection points for failure 
modes and/or software defects. 
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• Investigate severity ratings of failure modes and/or software defects. 
• Conclude with problem identification and relation to this research project. 
 
Data collected from a recent JLR vehicle programme are shown in Figure 4. The 
chosen vehicle programme was appropriate and representative of both Jaguar and 
Land Rover brands in terms of in-vehicle embedded software complexity, number of 
ECUs and number of on-board vehicle networks. Figure 4 depicts the number of failure 
modes and/or software defects found during a vehicle programme development cycle. 
A typical vehicle programme development cycle is ranging from 36 to 48 months 
depending on the system complexity. System complexity mainly is driven from the 
introduction of new vehicle features and technologies. Failure modes and/or software 
defects found are mapped against PCS gateways. In this case study the names of the 
gateways are anonymised in order to protect JLR’s confidentiality. In addition to that 
the actual numbers of failure modes and/or software defects are not shown, again, due 
to JLR’s confidentially.  
 
In this case study the pattern and the trend of collected data are more important than 
the detail. The pattern is important because it can be linked to the associated 
programme gateways. Programme gateways hold key information such as anticipated 
introduction of hardware and software changes respectively. The trend of the data is 
equally important as several conclusions can be drawn from an increasing or 
decreasing trend towards mass production. The full details of this case study, including 
PCS gateways and raw data are provided in Submission 1. 
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Figure 4. Failure modes and/or software defects detection points during a typical JLR 
vehicle programme development (Due to confidentiality the actual numbers of failure 
modes and/or software defects, detection targets and gateways names are not shown). 
 
The data gathered in the study, as shown in Figure 4, suggest that the majority of 
failure modes and/or software defects detection occur near gateways I and R. Nearby 
gateways H and M, are programme development points where ECU hardware and 
vehicle prototypes are available to the engineers. At these phases (gateways I and R) 
of the product development, failure modes and/or software defects are easy to uncover 
but hard and expensive to fix, as was illustrated earlier in Figure 2. The symbolic 
representation of JLR’s internal target defined earlier of “X% of failure modes and/or 
software defects detected by Y gateway” in this case study was not met (more details 
of this are given in Submission 1). Undoubtedly, failure modes and/or software defects 
are detected late in the product development process causing expensive engineering 
changes and reduced capability to design and develop vehicle features fast to market. 
The priority here for JLR product development was the timing of late detection rather 
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than the actual number of failure modes and/or software defects. This case study 
included data collected from both internal (JLR access only) and external (supplier 
access to JLR data) failure modes and/or software defects tracking systems. Data from 
both sources produced the same pattern and trend. More details on these tracking 
systems and gathered data are provided in Submission 1. 
 
Failure modes and/or software defects typically are linked to either user/customer 
requirements or service requirements. As an example a loss of radio functionality is 
linked to user/customer requirement, whereas an issue with the embedded software 
download procedure is linked to service and vehicle maintenance requirement. Each 
failure mode and/or software defect is normally assigned to an issue severity number. 
The severity numbers used for this case study are shown in Table 1. Issues with 
severity number 1 have no customer impact. This is the case where embedded 
software meets the customer intent functionality but a further improvement can be 
made. Severity 2, 3 and 4 relate to issues that have customer impact and their 
associated detection point in the product development process (typically programme 
gateway). These issues will have to be addressed in order to ensure that there is not 
customer impact and therefore mass production can go ahead with robust vehicle 
build. 
 
A histogram of the severity rating of the failure modes and/or software defects profile 
shown in Figure 4 is given in Figure 5. Most failure modes and/or software defects 
have been assigned with severity rating of 3. The findings of this research case study 
illustrate the antecedents and consequences of late detection of failure modes and/or 
software defects on the quality of the embedded software. The detection of these 
failure modes and/or software defects must be shifted to the earlier phases of the 
product development process. The priority is not necessary to remove severity ratings 
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4 or 3 but to enable the detection of all of them at the early stage of the vehicle 
programme. 
 
The findings of this case study confirms the need for new solutions within the 
automotive industry in order to address real world problems linked to embedded 
software development and test. 
 
Severity Definition 
1 Issue with no customer impact 
2 Moderate issue plus gateway detected. 
3 Significant issue plus gateway detected. 
4 Major issue plus gateway detected. 
5 Not used 
Table 1. Failure modes and/or software defects severity definition. 
 
 
Figure 5. Severity ratings for the failure modes and/or software defects (Due to 
confidentiality the actual numbers of failure modes and/or software defects are not 
shown). 
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It is important to note that all failure modes and/or software defects depicted in Figure 4 
have been fixed prior to the first production intent vehicle build. 
 
In conclusion, the problem statement resulting from this case study and analysis can 
be summarised as follows: 
 
Relatively to an internal target too many failure modes and/or software defects 
associated with embedded software are found late in the automotive product 
development process. 
 
The main consequences of late failure modes and/or software defects detection can be 
summarised as follows: 
 
• Expensive ECU hardware and software changes. 
• Unnecessary engineering resource utilisation resulting in delays to start new 
vehicle programmes. 
• Risk of not meeting vehicle mass production date. 
• Rick of failure modes and/or software defects affecting vehicle quality and hence 
leading to customer dissatisfaction. 
• Risk for unnecessary warranty costs. 
 
1.4.4. Research aim and objectives 
The narrowed topic of research includes only ECU embedded software and excludes 
other type of software such as off-board, IT, product operations, logistics, 
manufacturing or service support related software. In addition to that the narrowed 
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topic excludes failure modes and/or software defects driven by mechanical designs and 
other related engineering activities such as aerodynamics and body structures. 
 
The research aim of this research project was: 
 
To shift failure modes and/or software defects detection early1 in the automotive 
product development process. 
 
The definition of the aim of this research project led to the following research 
objectives. 
 
1. Assess how the integration of JLR and supplier base can influence the quality of 
automotive embedded software. Capture and analyse automotive supplier base 
capability for embedded software development and test. 
2. Capture best practice for automotive embedded software development and identify 
areas for potential improvement. 
3. Develop, integrate and implement solutions for embedded software in order to shift 
failure modes and/or software defects detection early in the automotive product 
development process. 
4. Evaluate proposed solutions for automotive embedded software development using 
real world case studies. 
5. Summarise research findings, identify business benefits and areas for future 
research. 
 
                                               
1
 The definition of early detection is related to an internal JLR target. 
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1.5. Portfolio structure 
The structure of the portfolio is shown in Figure 6. The portfolio consists of 6 individual 
submissions numbered 1 through 6. The portfolio also includes this innovation report 
and the personal profile. The recommended reading order is depicted in Figure 6. The 
statement of innovation and personal development are advised to be read first followed 
by the flow of individual submissions. 
 
 
Figure 6. Portfolio structure and reading order of submissions. 
 
The submissions cover all stages of the research and development starting from the 
problem identification and investigation leading to developing the solution and 
implementation. Each submission is now briefly reviewed in terms of its aim and how it 
links to the overall research story. 
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• Submission 1 – Challenges in automotive software development 
The aim of this submission was to present the main challenges linked to the 
automotive embedded software development. These challenges led to the 
definition of the research question. A case study from a typical JLR vehicle 
programme was undertaken in order to analyse where failures modes and/or 
software defects are found during the product development. The analysis moved 
beyond JLR into the supplier base in order to underpin the embedded software 
development challenges within the wider automotive industry. This submission 
concluded with the research aim and objectives of this project. 
 
• Submission 2 – New methods and processes for automotive software 
development 
This submission focused on the creation of integrated methods and process for 
automotive embedded software development. The state-of-the-art was researched 
and as a result a new innovative process called Model-based Product Engineering 
(MBPE) was proposed. Two new engineering standards and two new design rules 
were introduced in order to enable effective MBPE deployment within JLR and its 
supplier base. Evaluation results were analysed and discussed against a set of 
evaluation criteria specified for the MBPE process. The evaluation of the MBPE 
process focused on its detection capability for failure modes and/or software 
defects at the early stages of the product development as well as on the impact for 
reduced verification and validation lead-times. Key benefits resulted from the 
deployment of the MBPE process within JLR were presented. The research 
outcome from this submission led directly onto Submission 3.  
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• Submission 3 – New generic design verification interface 
Submission 2 confirmed the need for research and development in the area of test 
exchange and traceability across all Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) 
process levels. As a result, Submission 3 focused on the research and 
development of a new generic Design Verification Interface (DVI). Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) were used to define the 
specification of the generic DVI. A set of evaluation criteria was drawn to assess 
DVI capability against state-of-the-art and best practice within the automotive 
industry. The research outcome from this submission led onto Submission 4. 
 
• Submission 4 – Holistic design of a platform independent test system 
The research outcomes from Submissions 1, 2 and 3 led to the need to develop an 
end-to-end solution from the definition phase of test cases to the auto-generation of 
test scripts suitable for the execution of automated testing in both offline and real-
time environments. As a result, Submission 4 focused on the holistic design and 
creation of such a solution called Platform Independent Test System (PITS). This 
end-to-end innovative solution pledged the potential to shift failure modes and/or 
software defects to the early stages of the product development. In this submission 
a new and innovative semi-formal Standardised Design Verification Method 
(SDVM) template was proposed. The aim of the new template was to allow test 
cases from all vehicle systems to be written in a standardised form and presented 
as machine readable data. Best practice in the area of requirements specification 
and verification was evaluated through a literature review on the use of informal, 
semi-formal and formal approaches. The submission presented how the SDVM 
template and the Design Verification Interface (DVI) were integrated in order to 
drive a holistic test solution across all Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) 
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process levels. This submission presented a comprehensive review and 
assessment of existing DVM methods and test capability within JLR. The PIT 
system was briefly introduced and the main steps for test scripts auto-generation 
and execution in different test targets were highlighted. The holistic design of PITS 
facilitated the evaluation of the solutions against the project’s main aim and 
objectives. Results are presented in Submission 6. 
 
• Submission 5 – Published research papers and granted patents 
The aim of Submission 5 was to cover published research papers and granted 
patents, explaining their purpose and value to the company. The research 
outcomes thus far produced two research papers and two granted patents. Paper 
publications focused on ontology of the proposed Model-based Product 
Engineering (MBPE) process and its deployment within JLR. Both patents covered 
new methods for vehicle test and validation applicable to some of the levels of the 
proposed MBPE process. 
 
• Submission 6 – Evaluation of a platform independent test system 
This submission covered the evaluation of the proposed Platform Independent Test 
System (PITS), explaining its benefits and value to the company. Evaluation results 
were analysed and conclusions were drawn in order to understand the impact of 
the research. The main focus of the evaluation was on engineering effort and time 
required to define test cases and execute automated test scripts in both offline and 
real-time test environment and test targets. Reduction in engineering effort and 
time has the potential to shift detection of failure modes and/or software defects to 
the early stages of the product development. The evaluation of PITS included a 
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comparison against commonly used Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) test 
automation tools within the automotive industry. 
 
1.6. Outline of the innovation report 
This innovation report is outlined as follows: 
 
Section 2 presents the need for improvement in the area of automotive embedded 
software development. The research on best practice and literature review includes a 
supplier base capability assessment in order to identify potential root causes in late 
detection of failure modes and/or software defects during product development. The 
literature review on automotive embedded software development includes research on 
existing development processes, architecture description languages, software and 
quality standards, model and test exchange standards as well as approaches for test 
specification and test scripts auto-generation. 
 
The research methodology for this project is explained in Section 3. 
 
The development of solutions for automotive embedded software is presented in 
Section 4. Section 4 describes four key innovative solutions which directly address the 
research aim and objectives of this project. These are: Model-based Product 
Engineering (MBPE) process; generic Design Verification Interface (DVI); Standardised 
Design Verification Method (SDVM); Platform independent Test System (PITS). All four 
solutions are integrated in order to provide a holistic approach to the problem of late 
detection of failure modes and/or software defects during product development. 
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Section 5 presents an evaluation of the research. Evaluation criteria for the proposed 
solutions are derived and evaluation results are analysed in order to assess the impact 
and benefits of this research. The majority of the evaluation is driven by two vehicle 
use cases. Where appropriate a comparison with other Commercial-off-the-Shelf 
(COTS) test automation tools has been considered. The section concludes with a 
summary and a reflection on benefits and impact to the problem of late detection of 
failure modes and/or software defects during product development. 
 
The key innovations, benefits, lessons learned and future work resulted from this 
research are described in Section 6. The claims of innovation are presented together 
with a summary of key benefits and impact from each of the solutions to the automotive 
embedded software development. Lesson learned throughout this research are 
discussed and where appropriate reflections are made. 
 
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 7. Concluding remarks describe how the 
proposed solutions address the research aim and objectives of this project. Reflection 
on the production readiness of each solution is discussed. 
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2. The need to improve automotive embedded software development 
This section presents the need to improve embedded software development within the 
automotive industry. In order to identify areas for potential improvement, the impact of 
automotive supplier base on embedded software quality was studied followed by a 
literature review on best practice. 
 
Best practice for automotive embedded software development was captured through 
literature review in the following areas. 
 
• Automotive development processes. 
• Automotive architecture description languages. 
• Automotive software and quality standards. 
• Model and test exchange standards. 
• Test specification methods and tools. 
• Approaches for automated generation of test cases and test scripts. 
 
2.1. Impact of automotive supplier base 
In order to understand the impact of automotive supplier base on embedded software 
development two key studies were undertaken. The first study considered the effect 
from OEM and supplier base integration on embedded software, whereas, the second 
study assessed the automotive supplier base capability for embedded software 
development. 
 
2.1.1. Effect from OEM and supplier integration 
Due to the embedded software complexity associated with the development of the 
vehicle, automotive OEMs are adopting supplier integration into their development 
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processes (Sharma, 2005), (Tang and Qian, 2008). In order to reduce supplier 
management and co-ordination costs, automotive OEMs are continuously looking for 
opportunities to reduce the number of direct suppliers. This trend has resulted in a 
multilevel partnership interface between an automotive OEM and supplier chain as 
shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7. Link between JLR multilevel supplier chain interface and other automotive 
OEMs. 
 
The most capable suppliers, normally the ones that are responsible for hardware and 
software integration, are called Tier 1s or system suppliers. Tier 1 suppliers use Tier 2 
or sub-suppliers to develop parts of their system (sensors, microprocessors, operating 
systems, electronic components, etc.). Tier 1 suppliers have direct contact with the 
OEM and Tier 2 sub-suppliers have direct contact with the Tier 1 suppliers. In this 
multilevel supplier chain interface the Tier 2 suppliers do not have direct contact with 
the OEM. Furthermore, it is very common within the automotive industry that OEMs 
share key Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers for the development of their product including 
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embedded software (Wiengarten et al., 2010), (Thun and Hoenig, 2011). This multilevel 
supplier chain directly suggests that embedded software development challenges for a 
company like JLR, driven by its supplier base capability, are also reflected in the 
development challenges for other OEMs. 
 
A typical automotive OEM embedded software development process involving Tier 1 
suppliers is shown in Figure 8.  
 
 
Figure 8. Typical automotive embedded software development process involving a Tier 
1 supplier. 
 
The OEM’s primary activities are between the definition of the functional requirements 
and ECU specification. The supplier’s primary activities include ECU development and 
test. The integration phase of the embedded software development includes both OEM 
and supplier secondary activities. More details regarding the roles and responsibilities 
for both the OEM and supplier are given in Submission 1. The weaknesses of the 
embedded software development process shown in Figure 8 are well documented in 
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the literature (Ebert and Jones, 2009a), (Liggesmeyer and Trapp, 2009a), (Holtmann et 
al., 2011). In brief these are: 
 
• Lack of proof of concept of the design at the early stages of the development. 
• In most cases only a written specification is provided to the supplier for the ECU 
development. 
• Lack of early verification and validation before embedded software development 
sourcing and commitment is made. 
• OEMs must wait until all ECUs are available before integration testing can 
commence. 
• Dependency on physical prototypes and limited use of test automation tools, 
methods and techniques. 
The problem statement resulting from this study is as follows: 
 
An OEM’s capability to develop and validate software specifications prior to 
supplier sourcing, and the supplier task to deliver ECUs with robust embedded 
software, can have an effect on the capability to detect failure modes and/or 
software defects during the early stages of the product development process. 
 
2.1.2. Automotive supplier base capability assessment 
The effect of automotive OEM and supplier base integration on the embedded software 
development is undoubtable. The purpose of this sub-section is to assess automotive 
supplier base capability for embedded software development. As a result a detailed 
study and analysis was conducted. Full details of this study and analysis are given in 
Submission 1. 
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The aim of the study and analysis was: 
 
To collect data from across the automotive supplier base and analyse suppliers’ 
capability for embedded software development. 
 
The main stages of the study and analysis were: 
 
• Development of a questionnaire for data collection. 
• Collection and analysis of data. 
• Identification of areas for potential improvement. 
 
It is widely accepted within the automotive industry that modelling and computer 
simulation concepts play a key role in the development and test of automotive 
embedded software (Zander et al., 2011). According to (Zander et al., 2011) and many 
other researchers the fundamental elements in modelling and simulation of automotive 
embedded software are: Model-based Development (MBD); Model-in-the-Loop (MIL); 
Software-the-Loop (SIL); Rapid Controller Prototyping (RCP); Hardware-in-the-Loop 
(HIL). All these modelling and simulation concepts can help to detect failures modes 
and/or software defects during product development (Hoyos Velasco et al., 2012), 
(Liebezeit and Serway, 2012), (Völter et al., 2013), (Matinnejad et al., 2013), (Osswald 
et al., 2013). Each modelling and simulation concept is presented in more detail in 
Submission 2. 
 
A high level structure of the questionnaire is depicted in Figure 9. Its structure includes 
three main parts; requirements, embedded software development and embedded 
software test.  
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Figure 9. Structure of the questionnaire. 
 
Requirements were included in the questionnaire but were excluded from the capability 
analysis as it is normally the OEM’s responsibility to provide system and software 
requirements to suppliers. The questions of the first part (embedded software 
development) were broken down into two sub-groups of model development and model 
test. The questions of the second part (embedded software test) were broken down 
into two sub-groups of RCP/SIL test and HIL test. Supplier questionnaire responses 
were given a capability rating from 1 to 5 as shown in Table 2. 
 
Rating Meaning 
1 None – No capability or no use of a particular concept 
2 Low – Very little capability or very little use of a particular concept 
3 Moderate – Some capability or some use of a particular concept 
4 High – Good capability or good use of a particular concept 
5 Very High – Full capability or full use of a particular concept 
Table 2. Capability rating given to the supplier questionnaire responses. 
 
It is important to note that the ratings may not accurately represent the actual supplier 
embedded software capability due to interpretation errors and departmental variation 
within the individual supplier organisation. In order to minimise the risk of the above, 
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the questionnaire targeted individuals within suppliers which were responsible for the 
development and release of embedded software. It should also be noted that the data 
today may differ since the study was conducted in 2012. The results of the study and 
analysis are depicted in Figure 10. The data show that: 
 
 
Figure 10. Automotive suppliers’ capability for model development, model test, RCP & 
SIL and HIL. 
 
• The capability or adoption of model development for automotive embedded 
software is limited. 44% of suppliers have no capability or use model development 
for embedded software. 
• The capability or adoption of model test for automotive embedded software is very 
low. 46% of suppliers have no capability or use model test concepts for embedded 
software development. 
• The capability or adoption of RCP and SIL for automotive embedded software is 
moderate. Despite the fact that only 8% of suppliers have full capability or use 
RCP, SIL concepts for embedded software, 46% of the suppliers have some form 
of capability or use of RCP, SIL concepts. 
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• The capability or adoption of HIL for automotive embedded software is high. The 
data suggest that 61% of the suppliers have good to full capability or use of HIL 
concepts for automotive embedded software development. 
 
The questionnaire has revealed several challenges associated to automotive software 
development and test capability across the supplier base. Despite the fact that model-
based development and test concepts exists, the majority of the automotive supplier 
base has limited capability or use of them. The precise root cause of this is not known 
as every supplier organisation is different. However contributing factors can be traced 
to a lack of: 
 
• Mature model-based development processes. 
• Engineering standards and procedures to allow engineers to work on specific 
deliverables. 
• Engineering skills for model-based development. 
• Investment for new tools, methods and techniques. 
• Availability of additional resources early in the product development process. 
• Understanding of software specification, including requirements engineering 
coupled with early proof-of-concepts. 
• Confidence in new tools, methods and processes as well as organisational mind-
set about the importance of embedded software in automotive product 
development process. 
 
In order to draw further conclusions from this study an average from each sub-group 
was taken in order to establish if there is a capability trend in all these concepts. Figure 
11 shows the average supplier base capability for model development, model test, 
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RCP/SIL and HIL. It can be concluded that there is a negative trend from HIL concepts 
to model development. Model development and model test concepts are normally 
applied early in the development process whereas the use of RCP/SIL and HIL 
concepts are coupled with the availability of compiled code or production intent ECU. 
This trend can be linked back to the lack of early failure modes and/or software defects 
detection profile of a vehicle programme. 
 
 
Figure 11. Automotive suppliers’ average capability for model development, model 
test, RCP & SIL and HIL. 
 
The following key observations can be drawn from the supplier capability study: 
 
• Lack of standardised processes across all modelling and simulation concepts within 
the automotive industry. Without standardised processes in place it is very difficult 
for any organisation in the automotive industry to build strong engineering skills and 
invest in new tools, methods and processes. 
• Lack of automated testing for automotive embedded software (mainly during the 
early phases of the development). This finding could suggest that there is an issue 
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with current best practice in the wider automotive industry in terms of effective 
generation and use of test data. 
• Lack of test data sharing and linking across the different levels of the embedded 
software development process. 
 
The assumptions, strengths and weaknesses of the approach taken to capture and 
analyse the supplier base capability for automotive embedded software development 
and test are given in Submission 1. 
 
The problem statement resulting from this study is as follows: 
 
Data collected and analysed from the automotive supplier base responsible for 
embedded software development and test suggest that there is a lack of model 
development and automated testing during the early stages of the development.  
 
The research findings from both studies led to a targeted literature review. The key 
areas of interest were reviewed as shown in the following sub-sections. 
 
2.2. Automotive development processes 
A brief overview of the main automotive development processes reviewed in this 
research is given in this section. More details on each development process, including 
figures and diagrams are provided in Submission 2. 
 
The Waterfall product development process is one of the oldest and its origins can be 
found back in the 1970s (Royce, 1970), (Bell and Thayer, 1976). This development 
process is used for software development projects based on planning and intensive 
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documentation. Each phase of the development “pours-over” into the next phase. In 
the literature there are many variants of the Waterfall model each of them aiming to 
address shortcomings of this development process (Bassil, 2012), (Patel and Jain, 
2013),(Rashid, 2014). The main weakness of the Waterfall model development process 
is the lack of iterative phases and upfront full commitment to software coding without 
validated requirements and executable specification. Despite the fact that the Waterfall 
model is associated with high costs and efforts it is still used today (Petersen et al., 
2009). The model offers predictability and focuses on paying attention to planning the 
architecture of the software in a great detail. 
 
One of the most popular product development processes in the automotive industry is 
the V-model (Clark, 2009), (Mathur and Malik, 2010), (Oshana and Kraeling, 2013), 
(Ferreira et al., 2014). It is typically used for software design, validation and testing of a 
product. In the V-model process the initial design phase typically consists of written 
specifications of the system, software and hardware design. The next phase involves 
some form of prototyping (normally hardware prototyping) and then development of the 
product. Lack of executable specification leads to a great difficulty in keeping 
specification up to date. Engineers involved at each stage of the development process 
are subject to strict boundaries between the specification, design, coding, and testing 
activities. As a result the V-model process is not iterative, hence leading to 
unnecessary late and expensive changes. 
 
The Product Evolution Process (PEP) typically is used to manage engineering activities 
involving the design and testing of a product. PEP is also referred to as the time-to-
market process. In the automotive industry every OEM has its own detailed process 
model of PEP. The equivalent of PEP within JLR is the PCS process, mentioned in 
Section 1. PEP consists of a number of milestones or gateways and phases with 
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associated set of deliverables. The PEP covers development activities, production 
activities as well as sales activities. More details on PEP process can be found in 
(Weber, 2014). The PEP development process is too generic and operates at a high 
level. Since PEP process is responsible for the whole product (vehicle) development its 
use to improve embedded software development is very limited. 
 
Agile software development was developed as a simpler and more flexible 
development process (initially mainly for software) in contrast to the more complex, and 
structured processes such as the V-model and Waterfall models (Losada et al., 2013), 
(Eckstein, 2013). Agile thinking is based on short development cycles called “sprints”. 
The software is developed incrementally and it is a subject to continuous customer 
reviews that leads to an early integration. Agile development adoption is increasing in 
the automotive industry as many automotive systems rely on software associated with 
complex algorithms. Thus, agile development is suitable for small projects rather than 
large projects as it becomes difficult to judge efforts and the time required for the 
project in the software development cycle (Balaji and Murugaiyan, 2012), (Eckstein, 
2013), (Losada et al., 2013). 
 
Another well know development process is the spiral model for software development 
(Pressman, 2005). This software development process has four phases: planning; risk 
analysis; engineering and evaluation. The main phase of the spiral model is the risk 
analysis phase. A software development project repeatedly passes through the four 
phases in iterations or so called “spirals”. According to (Munassar and Govardhan, 
2010) the main drawback of the spiral model is cost and the engineering expertise to 
conduct the risk analysis. The main advantage of this development process is the early 
software development and its suitability for mission-critical systems. In the literature 
there are several variants of the spiral model but their main principle behind the 
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process remains the same (Unger and Eppinger, 2011), (Mahmoud and Ahmad, 2013), 
(Boehm et al., 2014). 
 
According to (Lightsey, 2001) the systems engineering process is a top down iterative 
process applied sequentially through all stages of the product development. The main 
engineering activities of systems engineering are requirements analysis, functional 
analysis and allocation and finally design synthesis. The core idea behind the systems 
engineering process is to generate an architecture of how the system and its 
subsystems are linked and integrated (Kossiakoff et al., 2011). Typically, in the 
automotive industry systems engineering is used to describe the system’s interactions 
at an abstract level whereas the lower level system description and implementation is 
left to other development processes such as V-model and agile. Systems engineering 
is well documented in the literature and thus more details can be found in (Axelsson, 
2001), (Weilkiens, 2011), (Maurer and Winner, 2013b). 
 
Model-based development (MBD2) process has its origins from the world of simulation 
and made its introduction into the automotive industry in late 1980 (Zander et al., 
2011). MBD was first used in automotive industry for safety and powertrain control 
systems development. Since then research work in the area of powertrain systems 
development continued strong as shown in recent publications (Hu et al., 2014), 
(Mallamo et al., 2014), (Peters et al., 2014), (Weibel et al., 2014), (Wu, 2014), (Schick 
and Paulweber, 2015), (Shukla and PVK, 2015), (Walter et al., 2015). After powertrain, 
body control systems started to use MDB, mainly for the development of discrete body 
control functions such as locking, alarm, lighting and vehicle personalisation (Wei et al., 
                                               
2
 In this research the abbreviation of MBD is used for model-based development. In some 
publications, the abbreviation of MBD is also used for model-based design. MBD is considered 
in this research as a broader term that covers model-based requirement engineering, model-
based design and model-based testing. 
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2011), (Schmidt et al., 2014), (Akhtar, 2015), (Föcker et al., 2015a). The aim of the 
research targeted automated code generation directly from functional or 
implementation models. Infotainment was the next area within the automotive industry 
to adopt MBD (Duan et al., 2010), (Ersal et al., 2010), (Huang et al., 2010), (Hess et 
al., 2012), (Drabek et al., 2013). The research work within the infotainment area mainly 
focused on model-based requirement and testing of features such as audio, phone and 
vehicle navigation. A common theme emerging from all the research work in the area 
of MBD is the need for a set of guidelines that drive which model-based approaches 
shall be used in the engineering development process of a product. This gap leads to a 
potential innovation opportunity for integrated methods and processes for automotive 
embedded software development. The potential of this innovation opportunity is also 
supported by the work and research findings of (Holtmann et al., 2011), (Liebel et al., 
2014), (Marko et al., 2014), (Shahbakhti et al., 2015), (Petrenko et al., 2015a). 
 
 
2.2.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of the key automotive development 
processes reviewed in the previous section is shown in Table 3. The key message is: 
 
Existing automotive development processes are too broad to implement and lack 
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Development 
Process Strength Weakness 
Waterfall 
• Suitable for projects that can be 
predicted and planned in 
advanced 
• More detailed project architecture 
work at the early phases 
• Lack of iterative phases 
• Lack of executable specification 
• Increased cost and engineering effort due 
to late software development and test 
• Complex and structure process 
V-model 
• Widely used within the 
automotive industry and well 
known to the engineers 
• Suitable for low complexity 
product development 
• Software and hardware liability 
resigns with suppliers 
• No need for upfront engineering 
• Lack of executable 
implementation/functional models due to 
the availability of written specification 
• Software and hardware design are 
delivered by suppliers 
• Late system integration and testing, 
typically using production hardware and 




• Suitable for managing the whole 
product development cycle from 
development to sales 
• Only operates at a high level 
• Requires other development processes to 
be in place for software development 
• Lack of specific engineering deliverables 
Agile 
• Simple and flexible process 
• Early customer/stakeholder 
engagement 
• Deviations from the initial plan 
are allowed 
• Not suitable for large scale projects such 
as automotive development 
• Difficult to judge engineering effort and 
time required to complete the project 
Spiral 
• Early software development 
• Iterative process 
• Suitable for mission critical 
systems 
• Increased costs due to engineering 
expertise to conduct risk analysis 
• Increased cost for prototype development 
at each iteration 
Systems 
engineering 
• Suitable for architecture design 
and development 
• System interactions can be 
modelled at the early stages of 
the development 
• Too broad and abstract process 
• Lack of specific deliverables at each 
stage of the development 





• Early proof-of-concepts through 
executable specification 
• Implementation/functional models 
can be used for auto-coding and 
offline testing 
• Good support from Commercial-
off-the-Shelf tools 
• Significant upfront engineering effort to 
develop proof-of-concepts and models 
• Investment in modelling and simulation 
tools 
• Engineering effort to develop automated 
test scripts 
• Software skills to develop 
implementation/functional models 
Table 3. Main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive development processes. 
 
2.3. Automotive architecture description languages 
A brief overview of the main automotive Architecture Description Languages (ADL) 
reviewed in this research is given in this section. More details on each ADL, including 
figures and diagrams are provided in Submission 2. 
 
Architecture and Analysis Description Language (AADL) is a modelling language 
dedicated to embedded systems for the definition of software and hardware 
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components and their allocation (Feiler and Gluch, 2012). AADL does not provide an 
appropriate structural framework for automotive systems development as it lacks 
complementary abstraction levels (Cuenot et al., 2010). AADL is subject to several 
research efforts where tools and analysis extensions are investigated (Bozzano et al., 
2010a), (Bozzano et al., 2010b), (Ma et al., 2013), (Biggs et al., 2014), (Tran et al., 
2014). 
 
The Electronics Architecture and Software Technology - Architecture Description 
Language (EAST-ADL) was initially developed in the ITEA EAST-EEA project and 
subsequently refined and aligned with the more recent AUTOSAR automotive standard 
(MARTE, 2015). Compared to AADL, EAST-ADL has a broader coverage in terms of 
development life-cycle. It supports hardware, software and infrastructure, as well as 
other aspects of the development such as requirements, safety and dependability 
(Qureshi et al., 2014). EAST-ADL relies on AUTOSAR representation for the software 
architecture and hardware details of the implementation. Current research efforts focus 
on automatic test-case generation directly from EAST-ADL specification and how 
internal analysis such as behaviour execution can be transferred back to the EAST-
ADL models (Goknil et al., 2014), (Mubeen et al., 2014). 
 
The Modelling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems (MARTE) is an 
Object Management Group (OMG) standard for modelling real-time and embedded 
systems in Unified Modelling Language 2 (UML2), (MARTE, 2015). The MARTE profile 
architecture consists of three main packages. In the literature there is not strong 
evidence to suggest that MARTE is ready to be adopted by the automotive industry. 
MARTE relies on UML adoption, its main strength is the definition of a detailed set of 
non-functional attributes for enabling scheduling analysis. More details on MARTE 
profile architecture can be found in (Selic and Gérard, 2013).  
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Systems Modelling Language (SysML) is the first UML standard for systems 
engineering proposed by Object Management Group, (OMG, 2015), and initiated as a 
project in 2003. The main purpose of SysML is to describe functional requirements in 
graphical or tabular form in order to aid model traceability. Research of how SysML can 
be used for automotive embedded systems is very active area particularly since 2011, 
(Góngora et al., 2013a), (Krammer et al., 2013), (Grönninger et al., 2014), (Sporer, 
2015). In (Bak et al., 2013), an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) module was attempted 
to be modelled using SysML. The authors concluded that a better tool support is 
required since SysML and AADL do not deal well with variability. On the other side the 
authors found that SysML has the potential to be a well-suited modelling language for 
automotive systems. 
 
2.3.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive architecture 
description languages reviewed in the previous section is shown in Table 4. The key 
message is: 
 
Current automotive architecture description languages are too difficult to 
implement due to their immaturity and need for specialised engineering skills. 
Immaturity is linked to the complexity of the existing solutions and a lack of 
adoption by the automotive industry. Existing automotive architecture 
description languages require simplification and pragmatic paradigms of how 
they can be deployed. 
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Architecture 
Description Language Strength Weakness 
Architecture and Analysis 
Description Language 
(AADL) 
• Suitable for the definition of 
hardware and software 
components 
• Addresses system’s interaction 
and design aspects such as 
error handling 
• No structural framework for 
automotive systems 
development due to lack of 
complementary abstraction 
levels 
• No usage within the automotive 
industry 
• Requires specialised 
engineering skills 
Electronics Architecture 
and Software Technology - 
Architecture Description 
Language (EAST-ADL) 
• Multiple abstraction levels 
provide a multi-viewed and 
structured information 
management support of the 
system 
• Compared to AADL, EAST-ADL 
has a broader coverage in 
terms of development life-cycle 
• Relies on AUTOSAR 
representation for the software 
architecture and hardware 
details of the implementation 
• Lack of automatic test-case 
generation directly from EAST-
ADL specification 
• Lack of transferability between 
models and EAST-ADL 
specification 
• Requires specialised 
engineering skills 
Modelling and Analysis of 
Real-Time and Embedded 
systems (MARTE) 
• Standard for modelling real-
time and embedded systems 
• Suitable for the definition of a 
detailed set of non-functional 
attributes for enabling 
scheduling analysis 
• Requires knowledge of UML2 
• Relies on UML adoption 




• Enabler for systems 
engineering 
• Can be used to describe 
functional requirements in 
graphical or tabular form 
• Can be used without 
Commercial-off-the-Shelf tools 
• Adopted by the automotive 
industry  
• Not suitable for 
implementation/functional model 
development 
• SysML graphical views can 
become unmanageable for large 
scale projects 
• Inconsistent use of SysML 
structural and behavioural views  
Table 4. Main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive architecture description 
languages. 
 
2.4. Automotive software and quality standards 
A brief overview of the main software and quality standards used within the automotive 
industry is given in this section. More details including figures and diagrams are 
provided in Submission 2. 
 
The Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR) consortium introduced in 2004 
a new concept for automotive embedded software development (AUTOSAR, 2015). 
The aim of the concept was to decouple the application software from the ECU 
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middleware and hardware. AUTOSAR has penetrated the automotive industry and it is 
now considered as the core standard for application software development (Lee et al., 
2013), (Briciu et al., 2013), (Reinhardt et al., 2013), (Wang et al., 2014). AUTOSAR 
focuses on specific ECU application software development and does not address 
interaction and interface issues across networked components and systems. 
 
The maturity of an organisation’s software development process can be measured 
using the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) process (Chrissis et al., 2003). 
The process is consisting of five levels ranging from a process considered to be 
unpredictable to a process which is controlled and its focus is on improvement. CCMI 
requires an established software development process to be in place. As a result 
OEMs still need to decide and chose which software development process to adopt. 
 
Similar to CMMI, Automotive Software Process Improvement and Capability 
dEtermination (Automotive SPICE) is a framework for designing and assessing 
software development processes. Automotive SPICE has been developed under the 
Automotive SPICE initiative by consensus of some vehicle manufacturers within the 
automotive Special Interest Group (SIG) (Automotive SPICE, 2015). The aim of the 
Automotive SPICE is to become an international standard in the automotive industry for 
better processes and better product quality. A number of research activities can be 
found in the literature (mainly since 2010) aiming to address issues related to 
Automotive SPICE integration with other standards, tools, methods and processes 
(Petry, 2010), (Messnarz et al., 2011), (Steiner et al., 2012), (Mellegard et al., 2012), 
(Gallina et al., 2014), (Lami and Falcini, 2014). Neither CMMI nor Automotive SPICE 
specifies how defects documentation and analysis is to be done. 
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In addition to CMMI and Automotive SPICE the automotive industry has started to 
implement the ISO 26262 functional safety standard (ISO 26262, 2011). Written 
specifically for the automotive industry, the standard is adapted for the V-model of 
product development and consists of nine parts. In the literature, significant amount of 
research work takes place in order to address the challenge of how best to implement 
and integrate ISO 26262 functional safety standard with existing product development 
processes, methods and techniques (Beckers et al., 2013), (Rana et al., 2013), (Lee et 
al., 2014), (Krieg et al., 2013), (Khabbaz Saberi et al., 2015). In addition to that ISO 
26262 has limited coverage for product development processes that are driven by 
model-based development. 
 
2.4.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive software and 
quality standards reviewed in the previous section is shown in Table 5. The key 
message is: 
 
Automotive quality standards are only suitable for assessing existing software 
development processes. Automotive software standards are either too focused 
on software implementation and software re-use at ECU level or too broad 
covering the whole product development cycle for system development areas 
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Software and Quality 
Standard Strength Weakness 
Automotive Open System 
Architecture (AUTOSAR) 
• Decouples the application 
software from the ECU 
middleware and hardware 
• Software re-use across 
different ECUs due to 
standardisation of the 
application software 
• Adopted by the automotive 
industry 
• Does not address interaction and 
interface issues across 
networked components and 
systems 
• Requires significant amount of 
on-board processing power 
• Cannot be used as a software 
development process on its own 
Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI) 
• Can be used to measure the 
maturity of a given software 
development process 
• Can drive improvements into an 
existing software development 
process 
• Requires a software 
development process to be in 
place 
• Incremental resource is required 
to manage audits and drive 
improvements 
• Lack of defect documentation 
and analysis 
Automotive Software 
Process Improvement and 
Capability dEtermination 
(Automotive SPICE) 
• Can be used as a framework to 
design and assess software 
development processes 
• Driven by the automotive 
industry 
•  
• Requires a software 
development process to be in 
place 
• Not an international standard 
• Incremental resource is required 
to manage audits and drive 
improvements 
• Lack of defect documentation 
and analysis 
ISO 26262 functional 
safety standard for road 
vehicles 
• International standard for 
automotive functional safety 
• Written specifically for the 
automotive industry 
• Adapted to V-model 
development process 
• Provides complementary 
guidelines for software 
development best practice 
• Limited coverage for product 
development processes that are 
driven by model-based 
development 
• Requires a software 
development process to be in 
place 
Table 5. Main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive software and quality 
standards. 
 
2.5. Model and test exchange standards 
A brief overview of the main model and test exchange standards used within the 
automotive industry is given in this section. More details including figures and diagrams 
are provided in Submission 3. 
 
The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) is claimed to be a tool independent standard 
for the exchange of simulation models (FMI, 2015). Its aim is to improve the exchange 
of simulation models between suppliers and OEMs. Over the past couple of years 
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(mainly since 2013), industry and science have shown an interest in FMI and its use to 
allow model exchange and co-simulation (Blochwitz et al., 2011), (Blochwitz et al., 
2012), (Awais et al., 2013), (Exel et al., 2014). FMI will require a number of changes 
and additions in order to satisfy all the requirements of the automotive suppliers and 
OEMs. 
 
The Open Diagnostic data eXchange (ODX) is a new industry standard aimed 
specifically for ECU diagnostics development and test (BSI ISO 22901, 2011). ODX 
development has been driven from the need for standardised vehicle electronic 
description formats for diagnostics and flash programming data (Yun and Lee, 2011), 
(Li and Tang, 2013), (Natterer et al., 2014). 
 
Traditionally the automotive industry mainly relied on paper documentation and/or 
proprietary authoring environments to document and to implement diagnostic test 
sequences. The effort to create these diagnostics test sequences can be reduced with 
the adoption of Open Test sequence eXchange (OTX) standard (BSI ISO 13209, 
2011). OTX is a new standard which is open and standardised with the purpose to 
provide a machine readable description of diagnostic test sequences for ECU 
diagnostics development and test. OTX has started to penetrate the automotive 
industry since 2013 (Aichernig et al., 2012), (Subke, 2014), (Subke and Eberl, 2015). 
The combination of ODX and OTX provides an open and standardised process for 
ECU diagnostics development and test but does not address the validation and 
verification of vehicle features and systems driven by embedded software 
development. 
 
The Automotive Test eXchange (ATX) standard (not an international ISO standard) is 
an initiative of the Association for Standardisation of Automation and Measuring 
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Systems (ASAM), (ASAM, 2015). ASAM is a membership only association and its main 
purpose is to coordinate the development of technical standards, which are developed 
by working groups composed of experts from member companies mainly automotive 
OEMs. The lack of standardised test exchange between automotive OEMs and 
suppliers has led the ASAM association to work on a new initiative called ATX. ATX 
promises to cover test activities such as test specification, test planning, test execution 
and test evaluation. ATX is at the early stages of the development (first release for 
ASAM members only in 2013) and as a result there is no evidence in the literature of a 
single adoption within the automotive industry (literature search up to 2015 has found 
no publications of conference or journal papers). 
 
The recent initiative of the main automotive OEMs to work towards the creation of a 
standardised test exchange confirms that this is not a JLR specific issue or challenge 
but a wider automotive industry one. 
 
2.5.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive model and test 
exchange standards reviewed in the previous section is shown in Table 6. The key 
message is: 
 
Automotive model and test exchange standards do not address functional 
testing of embedded software. In addition to that they are either not ready for 
implementation or mainly focus on vehicle diagnostics and exchange of 
simulation models. The lack of readiness is linked to standards not being 
available through international standardisation and the need for further testing to 
prove their effectiveness on automotive embedded software. 
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up Interface (FMI) 
• Tool independent standard for the 
exchange of simulation models 
between suppliers and OEMs 
• Since 2010 more than 30 simulation 
packages/tools support FMI 
• Lack of data type support mainly for 
code optimisation. 
• Parameters, states, inputs, and 
outputs of the model are not 
exposed directly to the outside world 





• Tool independent industry standard 
aimed specifically for ECU 
diagnostics 
• Adopted by the automotive industry 
• Driven by UML data specification 
and XML implementation format  





• Industry standard for diagnostic test 
sequences 
• Adopted by the automotive industry 
• Driven by UML specification for test 
sequences and XML implementation 
format  
• Not applicable for functional 
software development 
• Not suitable for functional and non-




• XML description of test cases 
• Has the potential to cover test 
activities such as test specification, 
test planning, test execution and test 
evaluation 
• Not an international standard 
• At the early stages of its 
development 
• No evidence in the literature of a 
single adoption within the 
automotive industry 
• No visibility outside the ASAM 
association 
• Requires the integration of other 
ASAM standards for test 
specification and test execution 
particularly for HIL systems 
• Lack of control flow 
Table 6. Main strengths and weaknesses of key automotive model and test exchange 
standards. 
 
2.6. Test specification methods and tools 
The process of automotive embedded software development becomes more 
complicated with the raising complexity of software verification and validation (V&V) 
requirements. V&V requirements (also called design verification methods or test 
specifications) are required in order to sign off the final product in terms of: 
 
“Are we building the product right?” – Verification  
“Are we building the right product?” – Validation  
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Validation checks whether the product meets the customer’s needs. Verification checks 
whether the product is well-engineered and free of defects/errors. Verification 
determines whether the product is robust and of high quality, but it will not ensure that 
the product is useful to the customer (Hull et al., 2010), (Quirk, 2012). 
 
The need to develop V&V requirements which are correct, precise, consistent, 
unambiguous, verifiable and complete have attracted the interest of many researchers 
over the past 5 years (Pohl, 2010), (Alagar and Periyasamy, 2011), (Laplante, 2013), 
(Pahl and Beitz, 2013), (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013), (Achimugu et al., 2014), (Gigante 
et al., 2015). In the literature software verification and validation (V&V) requirements 
are expressed as informal, semi-formal and formal (Cooper et al., 2014). The 
remainder of this sub-section presents related research and theory in the area of 
informal, semi-formal and formal specifications methods. More details can be found in 
Submission 4. 
 
Informal methods for software verification and validation (V&V) requirements are based 
on natural language (Insfran et al., 2014). Requirements written in natural language are 
very often lengthy and complex. The main drawback of expressing V&V requirements 
in natural language is that it is ambiguous and open to interpretation. Despite this 
drawback, informal methods are still used throughout the automotive industry for the 
specification of embedded software V&V requirements (Daun et al., 2015). Tools such 
as Quality Analyser of Requirements Specification (QuARS) were developed for 
automatic quality evaluation of natural language requirements (Fabbrini et al., 2001), 
(Lami et al., 2004), (Bucchiarone et al., 2005). 
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Semi-formal methods for software verification and validation (V&V) requirements are 
based on a mixture of mathematical formulae (including graphical representations) and 
natural language. The combination of mathematical formulae and natural language 
provides a bridge between informal and formal methods hence appealing to the 
intuition of the user (Di Guglielmo et al., 2010). Unified Modelling Language (UML) is 
the most common semi-formal approach used in the industry (McUmber and Cheng, 
2001), (Bernardi et al., 2013), (Levendovszky et al., 2014). The main advantage of 
UML modelling language is its potential to transfer semi-formal requirements into 
formal methods representation (Zafar and Alhumaidan, 2011). User Requirements 
Notation (URN) is another semi-formal language used to capture both functional and 
non-functional requirements (Sikandar-gani, 2003), (Saleh and Al-Zarouni, 2004), 
(Mussbacher et al., 2013). The literature shows no evidence to suggest URN usage 
within the automotive industry. Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERD) are also used for 
the definition of semi-formal requirements (Song et al., 1995), (Waugh et al., 2004). 
ERD are not popular within the automotive industry due to a number of constraints, 
such as lack of representation of data manipulation. Structured Analysis (SA) is a 
widely used semi-formal methodology (Ross, 1977). SA is considered to be a strong 
semi-formal methodology for representing the data processing parts of a system. SA is 
not suitable though for reactive systems with control structures (Shoval, 1988), 
(Semmens et al., 1992). Petri Nets (PN) are another approach to semi-formal 
specification (Molloy, 1982). PNs are used for modelling distributed systems but have 
limited usage in the automotive industry as they tend to become very large for 
substantially complex system interactions. State Transition Diagrams (STD) are similar 
to Petri Nets in terms of strengths and weaknesses but simpler and easier to 
understand (Grosu et al., 1996), (Olivé, 2007). STD are widely used in the automotive 
industry for the development of complex control algorithms such as comfort and climate 
control systems (Kakade et al., 2010), (Wang et al., 2010), (ter Beek et al., 2011), (Liu 
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et al., 2013a), (Petrenko et al., 2015b). Finally, Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) are another 
semi-formal graphical technique that is used to represent flow of information (Larsen et 
al., 1994). Similar to Petri Nets, data flow diagrams have limited usage in the 
automotive industry as they tend to become very large for substantially complex 
system interactions. 
 
Formal methods for V&V requirements are based on a symbolic language having a 
precise mathematical logic and syntax (Boca et al., 2010). Formal methods create 
precise and unambiguous interpretation of what has been specified. On the other hand 
formalising specification for large scale systems can be a challenge as it is difficult to 
describe mathematically software interfaces across many systems. The complexity of 
mathematics involved requires significant effort for training software developers and 
test engineers (Liu et al., 2011). The most common formal methods language is the Z 
notation (Woodcock and Davies, 1996). Z notation is based on set theory and 
mathematical logic. Z is not used within the automotive industry mainly due to the fact 
that it does not describe non-functional requirements such as usability and 
performance. Z has more usage within the aerospace industry, telecommunication 
industry and universities (Gerhart et al., 2012), (Hinchey and Bowen, 2012). Another 
formal methods specification language is The Vienna Development Method (VDM). 
VDM is based on discrete mathematics including set theory. Similar to Z specifications, 
VDM specifications are normally not machine executable. There is no indication in the 
literature of VDM usage within the automotive industry. The third most commonly used 
formal method is B notation (Lano and Haughton, 1996). Similar to Z, the B formal 
method is based on predicate logic and set theory. There are more formal methods and 
languages in the literature, however the description of these are outside the scope of 
this research. More details can be found in Submission 4. 
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2.6.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of key specification approaches 
reviewed in the previous section is shown in Table 7. The key message is: 
 
Informal specification approaches can be ambiguous and open to interpretation 
and formal specification approaches are too complex to implement. There is a 
potential in semi-formal specification approaches, however, in their existing form 
they cannot be used for the definition of vehicle test specifications (test cases). 
They lack intuitive user interfaces that can provide engineers with a specification 
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Approach Method Strength Weakness 
Informal Natural Language 
• Easy to use 
• No training is required 
• Easy to communicate with 
key stakeholders 
• Complex systems can be 
described in a relative short 
period of time 
• Can be ambiguous and open 
to interpretation 





• Easy to understand and 
learn 
• Easy to depict the flow of 
information 
• Time consuming and difficult 
to read and translate for large 
scale systems 




• Easy to understand and 
learn 




• Graphical representation of 
discrete systems 
• Easy to communicate 
events, state transitions, 
messages and actions 
• Suitable for automotive 
systems 
• All states of the system must 
be defined hence difficult for 
large scale systems 
Structure Analysis 
• Suitable for different levels 
of abstraction 
• Encourages a rigorous 
understanding of the 
requirements 
• Not easy to maintain models 
due to design structure 




• Suitable for modelling 
object oriented systems 
• Can be used for complex 
systems 
• Standardised syntax and 
semantics 
• Tool support required for 
large scale systems 
User Requirements 
Notation 
• Specifies the relationships 
between non-functional and 
functional requirements 
• Not suitable for real-time 
control loops and logic 
Petri Nets 
• Suitable for concurrent and 
parallel systems modelling 
• Suitable for communication 
protocols 
• Not suitable for large scale 
systems as they become less 
readable 
Formal 
Z • Suitable for model oriented 
specification style 
• No executable specification 
• Requires high level of 
technical skill 
B 
• Suitable for model, 
sequential and property 
oriented specification style 
• Executable specification 
• Requires high level of 
technical skill 
VDM 
• Suitable for model and 
process oriented 
specification style 
• Suitable for the 
development of compilers 
and databases 
• No executable specification 
• Requires high level of 
technical skill 
Table 7. Main strengths and weaknesses of key specification approaches. 
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2.7. Approaches for automated generation of test cases and test scripts 
The cost of testing automotive embedded software contributes significantly to the 
overall vehicle development cost. Automotive OEMs are continuously seeking new 
methods and processes in order to reduce the cost of testing and the time it takes to 
create test cases and execute test scripts. The development of test scripts is not 
required if test cases are to be executed manually using a prototype vehicle or ECU. 
Test scripts are only required if they are to be executed automatically. The engineering 
effort of automated execution of test scripts can be significantly reduced if test scripts 
are auto-generated from test specifications. 
 
Model-driven development and model-based testing are well-known approaches for 
test case generation in the field of automotive engineering (Javed et al., 2007), 
(Schieferdecker, 2012), (Marinescu et al., 2014), (Marinescu, 2014). With model-based 
testing, models derived from requirements form the mechanism to auto-generate test 
cases and test scripts. The weakness of this approach is that very often representative 
functional models of the system under test do not exist. However, cases of automatic 
generation of system test cases from use case specifications and MATLAB/SIMULINK 
models can be found in the literature  (He et al., 2011), (Mohalik et al., 2014), (Wang et 
al., 2015). Another approach for automated test case generation is the TestML 
(Grossmann et al., 2006), (Grossmann and Müller, 2006). TestML is a test description 
language, which was developed for the interchange of test descriptions. TestML 
requires specific engineering skills. In addition to that TestML is not mature as it is still 
reported in the literature as being under review and testing. No evidence in the 
literature of its use within the automotive industry. An emerging standard from the 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is the Test Description 
Language (TDL). In (Boulet et al., 2015), can be found that for effective test case 
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generation using TDL, post-processing of test scenarios is required including when and 
how to introduce concrete data in the generation of executable test cases. There are 
more less known approaches in the literature. More details for these can be found in 
Submission 4. 
 
2.7.1. Strengths and weaknesses 
A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of key approaches for automated 
generation of test cases and test scripts reviewed in the previous section is shown in 
Table 8. The key message is: 
 
Existing approaches for automated generation of test cases and test scripts are 
difficult to implement as they require either a model of the system under 




generation of test 





• If a functional model 
representation of the 
requirements exist then can 
be used to automatically 
generate test cases 
• Require high fidelity model of the 
requirements 
• Pass and fail criteria must be modelled 
for automated generation of test scripts 
TestML 
• Covers test descriptions at 
different levels of 
abstraction and is 
independent from the 
respective tool environment 
• Requires Required specialised skills 
• Not yet available for industrial practice 
Test Description 
Language (TDL) 
• Suitable for covering 
abstract description of tests 
for communicating systems 
• Requires requirements to be modelled 
• No use within the automotive industry 
Other approaches such 
as Z, Controlled 
Natural Language 
(CNL), Software Cost 
Reduction (SCR), 
Cuckoo Search (CS), 
Tabu Search (TS) 
• If mathematical or a 
functional model 
representation of the 
requirements exist then can 
be used to automatically 
generate test cases 
• Require either mathematical or 
functional model representation of the 
requirements 
• Required specialised skills 
• Do not cover auto-generation of test 
scripts 
• No use within the automotive industry 
Table 8. Main strengths and weaknesses of key approaches for automated generation 
of test cases and test scripts. 
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2.8. Areas for potential improvement 
The findings from the automotive supplier base study and literature review on 
automotive embedded software development related topics has identified a number of 
areas for potential improvement. These areas are: 
 
• Standardisation of automotive development processes. Lack of process 
standardisation results in existing modelling and simulation concepts such as 
model-based design and model-based testing are not being utilised. Development 
processes must be pragmatic and easy to understand and deploy within the 
automotive organisations. 
• Automated testing at the early stages of the product development. The findings 
from the supplier base capability assessment clearly indicate the need to improve 
the area of early verification and validation. 
• Creation of test exchange standards. Current test exchange standards are not 
suitable for embedded software functional testing or are not matured for the 
industry to adopt them. An improvement in this area will enable more efficient and 
effective test resources utilisation. 
• Test case creation and automated test script generation. An improved test 
specification method for test case creation and automated generation of test scripts 
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3. Research methodology 
A systematic research methodology has been adopted for this project in order to 
achieve the research aim and objectives presented in the previous section.  
 
The research methodology of this research project is depicted in Figure 12. The 
research methodology consists of 4 phases. Each phase involves specific research 
and development activities aligned to the aim and objectives of the project. A 




Figure 12. Research methodology. 
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• Phase 1 – Problem identification 
The first phase of the research methodology was focused on the problem 
identification. The problem identification for this research project related to 
automotive embedded software development was examined. The investigation and 
analysis involved a real world case study derived from a Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) 
vehicle programme development. The focus of the study was on the detection of 
failure modes and/or software defects during a vehicle programme development 
process. The emphasis of the analysis was centred on the detection points during 
the product development. 
 
• Phase 2 – Best practice and need to improve automotive embedded software 
The second phase of the research methodology was concentrated on the literature 
review for best practice in the area of automotive embedded software development. 
Best practice literature review was driven from a supplier base capability analysis. 
The analysis was focused on embedded software development and utilisation of 
existing modelling and simulation concepts. The research findings of the literature 
review and supplier capability analysis led to the identification of a number of areas 
for potential improvement. The literature review aimed to provide expert knowledge 
and understanding in the following engineering areas: 
 
> Model-based approaches for automotive embedded software development. 
> Automotive product development processes. 
> Automotive architecture description languages  
> Automotive software and quality standards. 
> Model and test exchange standards. 
> Test specification methods and tools. 
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> Approaches for automated generation of test cases and test scripts. 
 
• Phase 3 – Development of new and innovative solutions 
The research outcome from the literature review together with the problem and the 
identified areas for potential improvement drove the research and development of 
four solutions. The solutions were aimed to shift failure modes and/or software 
defects detection to the early stages of the product development process. A set of 
design requirements for these solutions were established in order to commence the 
development. Design requirements were later used for the evaluation of the 
proposed solutions. The solutions developed are addressing the following research 
priorities: 
 
> Development of a standardised automotive development process that it is 
capable to utilise existing modelling and simulation concepts such as model-
based design and model-based testing. 
> Development of a standardised test exchange interface in order to enable 
more efficient and effective test resources utilisation. 
> Development of a test specification method for test case creation and 
automated generation of test scripts. 
> Development of a holistic end-to-end solution to support automation across 
all levels of system abstraction with reduced engineering effort and time. 
 
• Phase 4 – Evaluation of research 
The fourth phase of the research methodology was focused on the evaluation of 
research. A set of evaluation criteria, based on initial design requirements, were 
used to evaluate all proposed solutions for automotive embedded software 
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development. The evaluation of research included the deployment of the solutions 
within JLR where appropriate. Typical vehicle case studies were used in order to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solutions. Evaluation results were 
analysed and where appropriate comparison studies were conducted against other 
Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) tools. 
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4. Development of innovative solutions for automotive embedded 
software 
This section presents the creation and integration of four solutions suitable for 
automotive embedded software development. These solutions are: 
 
• Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process 
• Generic Design Verification Interface (DVI) 
• Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM) 
• Platform Independent Test System (PITS) 
 
4.1. Model-based product engineering process 
The literature review on automotive development processes concluded that existing 
processes are too broad to implement as they lack standardisation with a clear set of 
deliverables that engineers can focus on. An improved automotive development 
process will enable better utilisation of existing modelling and simulation concepts and 
as a result has the potential to shift failure modes and/or software defects detection to 
the early stages of the product development process. The development of the 
proposed Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process was based on the 
concept of Model-based Development (MBD). An overview of a typical development 
process containing model-based and non-model-based activities is shown in Figure 13. 
More details about the development activities depicted in Figure 13 and the motivation 
for adopting MBD concepts are given in Submission 2. Core model-based activities 
such as abstract model development (Andrianarison and Piques, 2010), (Apvrille and 
Becoulet, 2012), (Gorschek et al., 2012), (Góngora et al., 2013b), (Braun et al., 2014b), 
(Insfran et al., 2014), (Daun et al., 2015), (Mjeda and Hinchey, 2015), functional (or 
implementation) model development (Schnabler and Stifter, 2014), (Stauder et al., 
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2014), (Yu et al., 2014), (Föcker et al., 2015b), (Shahbakhti et al., 2015), (Yu et al., 
2015) as well as automated generation of production code (Currie et al., 2012), 
(Inagaki, 2013), (Liu et al., 2013b), (Walters et al., 2014), (Riid et al., 2015) have 
gained substantial momentum in the recent years. This trend is followed by the use of 
model-based testing activities such as Model-in-the-Loop (MIL) and Hardware-in-the-
Loop (HIL) automated testing (Vora et al., 2014). More details on these generic model-
based testing concepts are given in Submission 2 and a graphical representation of 
how these were used in this research is given in Appendix B.1 to B.4. 
 
 
Figure 13. Overview of a typical development process consisting of model-based and 
non-model-based activities. 
 
4.1.1. Requirements definition for the proposed process 
A set of requirements, shown in Table 9, were defined for the development of the 
proposed Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process. The aim of these 
requirements was to drive the development of a process that addresses the 
weaknesses and gaps of existing development processes. These requirements are 
explained in more detail in Submission 2. The core focus of the requirements was on 
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the process standardisation and clear definition of engineering activities aiming at the 
early stages of development. A number of initial iterations took place, involving internal 
JLR stakeholders such as test engineers, in order to review and agree the final set of 
requirements and their associated pass criteria. 
Number Requirement 
1 Standardised 
2 Tool independent 
3 Link and integration to JLR PCS 
4 Support of offline (PC) model-based automated testing 
5 Support of real-time model-based automated testing 
6 Support of functional/non-functional and vehicle diagnostics testing 
7 Design verification methods abstraction to support different vehicle levels 
8 Support of test data exchange 
9 Support of product complexity 
10 Support of agile and concurrent engineering 
11 Re-use of executable functional models via model-based design 
12 Support of quality, safety and software related industry standards 
13 Automated generation and re-use of test scripts via common design verification interface 
14 Software verification and validation prior to supplier release 
15 Support vehicle level model integration prior to production software and hardware 
16 Support customer and system requirements validation 
17 Traceability between different levels of abstraction and models 
18 Support of OEM/Supplier information management 
19 Integrated deployment strategy for robust introduction within a large organisation 
Table 9. Requirements for the model-based product engineering process. 
 
4.1.2. Overview of the proposed process 
An overview of the proposed Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process is 
shown in Figure 14. The MBPE process consists of six levels of development and test 
engineering activities. The first three levels are mainly applicable to model-based 
embedded software development whereas the last three levels are applicable to all 
software development approaches including model-based and non-model-based. The 
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process is iterative rather than a waterfall as it allows engineers to move amongst 
different levels if the necessary entry conditions at each level are satisfied. In addition 
to that the process is agile as vehicle features and systems can be developed 
independently. The process begins with the Voice of the Customer (VoC). Typically the 
VoC is driven by product marketing, market research, engineering research and vehicle 
attributes departments. The process ends when all vehicle systems are integrated and 
are at the manufacturing stage for an end of line testing. Three levels of development, 
verification and validation are executed prior to the ECU development or supplier 
nomination. Once the first ECU becomes available, the remaining three levels focus on 
verification and validation of the integrated embedded software consisting of production 
intent hardware and low level code. Each level is driven by a specific set of engineering 
activities aimed to be completed at a certain vehicle programme gateways. 
 
 
Figure 14. Overview of the proposed model-based product engineering process. 
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A high level summary of each level of the proposed MBPE process is given as follows: 
 
• Level 0 – Requirements Engineering (RE), Proof of Concept (PoC) and Model-
Based Development (MBD): This level describes the engineering activities for the 
analysis of requirements and creation of functional models. 
• Level 1 – Model-in-the-Loop (MIL): This level describes the verification and 
validation engineering activities for producing functional models suitable for auto-
coding. 
• Level 2 – Rapid Controller Prototyping (RCP)/Software-in-the-Loop (SIL): This level 
describes the engineering activities for real-time and offline automated testing. 
Automated tests are executed directly on functional models or on the auto-
generated code. Validated functional models are used for the production code 
generation and integration with other embedded software and hardware during the 
component development phase. 
• Level 3 – Component level Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL): This level describes the 
engineering activities to be followed in order to test the embedded software within 
the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) or component on its own, in a HIL environment. 
• Level 4 – System level HIL: This level describes the engineering activities to be 
followed in order to validate vehicle feature functionality at a system level by 
integrating all ECUs attributed to this feature in a HIL environment.  
• Level 5 – Vehicle level HIL: This level describes the engineering activities to be 
followed in order to validate vehicle features in a full vehicle HIL environment. The 
Level 5 HIL validation is followed by an end of line testing which is carried out at the 
manufacturing facilities. 
 
The details of each level are given in Submission 2. 
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4.1.3. Sample of a Level 
Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) diagrams were used to depict the engineering 
activities of the Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process. EPC is a flowchart 
based diagram that can be used for resource planning and identification of potential 
process improvements (Keller et al., 1992), (Mendling et al., 2005), (Kindler, 2006). 
More details on EPC are given in Submission 2. The EPC symbols used to describe 
the MBPE process are given in Table 27 in Appendix A. 
 
Level 1 is chosen as a sample in order to illustrate how the proposed process is used. 
Level 1 is subdivided into two engineering phases as shown in Figure 15. During the 
first phase models are verified for compliance with agreed design standards and 
naming conventions and as a result a compliance verification report is generated. In 
addition to verifying the design style and naming conventions, models are checked for 
compliance with other industry architecture standards such as AUTOSAR, and 
functional safety standards such as ISO 26262. The compliance report details any 
deviation identified with respect to these industry standards along with reasons for 
each deviation. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is prepared to provide a means of 
feeding input values to the model and observe the values of all the output interfaces. 
Model validation is carried out using the GUI framework for the tests defined in the 
model test method. Testing using the GUI framework ensures that the entire model 
input and output interfaces are verified and their behaviour is as specified in the 
Software Requirement Specification (SRS) and model Input Output (IO) interface 
documents. Test scenarios specified in the model test method are used to form the 
automated test cases. Automated testing is performed to prove the functional 
behaviour and robustness of the model. Test reports are generated for all tests 
conducted at each model release. 
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Figure 15. Level 1of the proposed MBPE process. 
 
Modified Condition Decision Coverage (MCDC) is used to analyse the structural aspect 
of the model by executing auto generated test cases or vectors. MCDC coverage 
verifies that the model does not contain any uncovered or unapproachable sections. 
Coverage criteria are specified and documented in the requirements or in the modelling 
standards definition document. The coverage criteria depend on the Automotive Safety 
Integrity Level (ASIL) of the component being developed. A technical and process 
compliance peer review is conducted following the model verification and validation 
phase in Level 1. 
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The second phase of Level 1 involves the integration of all models that represent the 
feature or system under development. Integrated models are tested in a simulation 
environment (PC-based) in order to ensure that individual models function together as 
one system. If the vehicle feature under development is distributed across different 
components or ECUs, the functionality of other ECUs is modelled and integrated. 
Technical and process compliance peer review is conducted following the model 
integration and testing phase in Level 1. If structural or functional defects are identified 
during Level 1 then the process loops back to Level 0. The engineering activities and 
the associated deliverables from Level 1 are shown in Table 10. 
 
Gateway Deliverable Input Output 
A Compliance to 
modelling standards 
• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Design style guidelines 
• Naming conventions 
• Industry standards (AUTOSAR) 
• Functional safety standards 
(ISO26262) 
• Report of compliance 
against modelling 
standards 





standard relating to 
model development 
• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Functional safety standards 
(ISO26262) 
• Report of compliance 
against functional 
safety standard 
• Plan for addressing 
containment actions 
A Model validation 
• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Model design verification method 
• Graphical user 
interface 
• Automated test cases 
• Report of test results 
A Robustness testing 
• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Model design verification method 
• Robustness testing engineering 
standard 





• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Software requirements 
specification 
• Report of MCDC 
coverage test results 
A Model integration 
• Functional model suitable for auto-
coding 
• Software requirements 
specification 
• System architecture diagram 
• Model design verification method 





• Report of test results 
A Level 1 peer review • All Level 1 deliverables • Level 1 sign-off 
Table 10. Level 1 high level deliverables. 
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Deliverables target specific PCS gateways to ensure development and initial 
verification and validation of the feature or system under test is conducted prior to 
supplier nomination or software release. Development engineers have clear set of 
deliverables driven by unambiguous input and output engineering activities. The 
engineering activities and deliverables at each Level of the process are tool 
independent and as a result do not rely on specific Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) 
toolsets. The engineering activities and deliverables from all Levels of the proposed 
process and their link to specific PCS gateways are given in Submission 2. 
 
4.1.4. Standardisation and applicability 
The proposed process is standardised and tools independent. The outcome of the 
process standardisation was the creation of two engineering standards and two design 
rules as shown in Table 11. Details of the purpose and description of each engineering 
standard and design rule are given in Submission 2.  
 
 
Model-based Product Engineering 
Levels 
Engineering Standards and Design Rules 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Engineering Standard A – Model-based Product 
Engineering Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Engineering Standard B – Linking Models and 
Requirements Yes Yes No No No No 
Design Rule A – Hardware-In-the-Loop Configuration No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Design Rule B – Electronic Control Unit Integration for 
Hardware-In-the-Loop No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Table 11. Engineering standards and design rules and their applicability on MBPE 
process. 
 
Engineering standards and design rules were cascaded within JLR departments and 
supplier base where applicable. The process of cascade ensures consistency in the 
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development of embedded software and drives embedded software verification and 
validation at the early stages of the product development. Each engineering standard 
and design rule is coupled with a compliance matrix in order to ensure robust 
deployment and execution of the proposed process. A detailed deployment strategy 
including an evaluation of system complexity linked to the proposed MBPE process is 
described in Submission 2. An important factor to consider during deployment is the 
applicability of each Level of the process where there are shared activities between the 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and suppliers. The applicability of each Level 
of the process against different embedded software development scenarios is shown in 
Table 12. These scenarios cover all possible routes which an OEM can follow when it 
comes to automotive embedded software development. As can be seen from Table 12 
all scenarios have some applicable Levels apart from the case where a component 
does not have embedded software. More details can be found in Submission 2. 
 
 Model-based Product Engineering Levels 
Embedded Software 
Development Scenarios 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Embedded software developed 





Functional models developed in-
house and shared with suppliers 












Embedded software developed 












Embedded software developed 











Component does not have an 
embedded software N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Table 12. MBPE process applicability for different embedded software development 
scenarios. 
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4.2. Generic design verification interface 
Current research appears to validate the view that existing automotive test exchange 
standards do not address functional testing of embedded software as they are either 
not ready for implementation or mainly focus on vehicle diagnostics and exchange of 
simulation models. The development of standardised test exchange interfaces has the 
potential for better engineering resource utilisation in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness. Efficiency and effectiveness of test resources such as test scripts, test 
engineers and test tools can drive detection of failure modes and/or software defects to 
the early stages of the product development. 
 
In the automotive industry traditionally both manual and automated test cases are 
developed and used for testing automotive components, features or functions (Huang 
et al., 2010), (Montazeri-Gh et al., 2011), (Keranen and Räty, 2012), (Bansal et al., 
2013), (Altinger et al., 2014). These test cases or sequences are usually developed for 
specific test tools and test targets on which they are being executed. Since these test 
sequences are designed and coded to match specific test tools and targets they cannot 
be further reused for other applications which require different set of test tools and test 
targets. In addition to that, very often engineers have to rewrite existing test cases in 
order to meet requirements of specific tool sets within their organisations. Therefore, 
current best practice results in the following problems: 
 
• Long lead times to develop test scripts suitable for automated testing leading to late 
embedded software validation. 
• Difficult to re-use existing test cases for different test tools. Lack of test scripts re-
use leads in many challenges such as coping with late embedded software 
changes and test script updates. 
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• Lack of early testing before vehicle prototypes and Electronic Control Units (ECUs) 
are available. Currently test cases are written for real-time targets for testing ECUs 
with production embedded software rather than offline PC-based environments 
consisting of functional (or implementation) models. 
• Lack of test scripts exchange and sharing between OEM and suppliers. 
 
In order to overcome the above problems a new generic test interface called Design 
Verification Interface (DVI) has been proposed. A high level integration of MBPE 
process and DVI is shown in Figure 16. The generic DVI links with all the MBPE levels. 




Figure 16. Integration of MBPE and DVI. 
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4.2.1. Requirements definition for the proposed generic test interface  
A set of requirements, shown in Table 13, were defined for the development of the 
proposed generic DVI. These requirements are mainly target support for both offline 
and real-time test environments as well as support for signal profiles driving common 
and known automotive use cases. More details are provided in Submission 3. 
 
Number Requirement 
1 Support of different signal profiles 
2 Support of test case control flow (logical and conditional) 
3 Support functional-based type testing 
4 Support offline testing (MIL/SIL-based) 
5 Support real-time testing (RCP/HIL-based) 
6 Support in-vehicle networks diagnostics testing 
7 Support all MBPE abstraction levels 
8 Link to standardised DVM 
9 Support auto-generation of test scripts 
10 Plugin for MATLAB interface – PC-based testing 
11 Plugin for Python (dSPACE) interface – Real-time-based testing 
12 Proven with real automotive applications 
Table 13. Requirements for the proposed generic DVI. 
 
4.2.2. Design verification interface development 
The proposed generic DVI has been inspired by the work on Functional Mock-up 
Interface (FMI) and Open Test eXchange (OTX) standards. Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) was used to define the DVI data engine. UML is a general purpose 
visual modelling language used to visualise, specify, construct and document software 
systems (Junior et al., 2010), (Parreiras and Staab, 2010), (Kaur and Singh, 2011), 
(Weilkiens, 2011), (Petre, 2013), (Papajorgji and Pardalos, 2014). UML diagrams were 
used in order to enhance the readability of the DVI data engine. A short introduction to 
UML, eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and XML Schema Definition (XSD) is given 
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in Submission 3.  A full mapping example shown in Figure 17 is used in order to 
explain how the DVI data engine is represented in UML, XSD and XML. In Figure 17 
<jaguarlandrover> is the top level element. It inherits from Company. An 
unbounded list of element <vehicle> is allowed under <jaguarlandrover>. 
 
 
Figure 17. Full example of UML data model using XSD classes. 
 
The <vehicle> class attributes are vehicleId of xsd:string and vehicleBrand 
of xsd:string. The <vehicle> class elements are <colour> and 
<transmissionType> of xsd:string type. <Body> is an XSDComplexElement 
and has aggregation relationship with Vehicle class with attribute bodyType as 
xsd:string and element <numberOfDoors> as xsd:integer. <Engine> is an 
XSDComplexElement and has aggregation relationship with Vehicle class with 
attribute engineType as xsd:integer and element <fuelType> as xsd:string. 
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VehicleType has inheritance relationship with Vehicle class with simple elements 
<wheelDrive> of xsd:integer and <brandType> of xsd:integer type and 
attribute <vehicleBrand> as xsd:string. DriveType> is a XSDSimpleType 
of xsd:string. 
 
The full XSD model derived from the UML model shown in Figure 17 and the full XML 
document derived from the UML and XSD are shown in Appendix C. 
 
A high level overview of the DVI engine data is shown in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18. High level overview of the DVI engine data. 
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Figure 18 only contains a subset of types, attributes and relationships of the overall 
model. Nonetheless it reflects the main structure behind the DVI engine. As can be 
seen from Figure 18 seven classes define the backbone of the DVI engine. These are: 
DVI, Organisation, ProductFeatures, Feature, DV, Traceability and 
TestEnvironment. 
 
Figure 19 shows the syntax of the DVI class. 
 
 
Figure 19. DVI class. 
 
The <dvi> class has the following semantics. 
 
• packageName: xsd:string. This attribute represents the package where the 
DVI file belongs to. The packageName type is an xsd:string simple type. 
 
• version: xsd:string. This attribute contains the version of the DVI file (for 
supporting versioning systems). The generic DVI does not prescribe to any rules for 
versioning. It just defines a location where versioning information can be updated, if 
needed. 
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• date: xsd:dateTime. This attribute contains the DVI file creation timestamp. 
Standard format supported by the DVI is yyyy-mm-dd T hh:mm: ss. 
 
• <dviImports>: Import. Contains a list of <Import> elements for importing 
other DVI files. 
 
• <globalDeclarations>: Declaration. This element represents global 
declaration. This is the place where global constants and variables are defined.  
 
A sample of the DVI file “DVI.xml” is shown as follows: 
 
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8" ?> 
<dvi 
    xmlns = "http://dvi.org/DVI" 
    xmlns:xsi = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
    packageName = "DVI_Example"  
    version = "1.0" 
    date = "2015-07-15 T13:20:10" > 
    <dviImports> 
        <!--DVI elements--> 
    </dviImports> 
    <globalDeclarations> 
        <!--DVI elements--> 
    </globalDeclarations> 
</dvi> 
 
In Submission 3 each class of the DVI data engine is presented separately in terms of 
class description, syntax and semantics. In all cases an example is given to show the 
implementation of the class. 
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4.3. Standardised design verification method 
In order to improve automotive embedded software quality and reduce development 
lead times the automotive industry must transition from manual to automated testing. 
As a result automated testing has become an attractive topic of interest for many 
researchers (Siegl et al., 2011), (Börjesson and Feldt, 2012), (Alegroth et al., 2013), 
(Iqbal et al., 2015). The transition though from manual to automated testing involves 
the creation of test cases and test scripts that are suitable for automated execution in 
both offline and real-time test environments. In order to speed up verification and 
validation activities at the early stage of the product development it is imperative to 
develop new test specification methods for test case creation and automated 
generation of test scripts. Literature on specification approaches indicates that informal 
specification approaches can be ambiguous and open to interpretation. Furthermore, 
formal specification approaches are too complex to understand and implement. The 
use of semi-formal specification approaches has a potential if new methods can be 
developed that are suitable for the definition of vehicle test specifications. The 
capability of such a semi-formal specification approach can enable automated 
generation of test scripts directly from test specification documents. 
 
4.3.1. Requirements definition 
A set of requirements, shown in Table 14, were defined for the development of the 
proposed Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM). The SDVM must support 
all key vehicle systems and DVI attributes. In addition to that the same method must 
support both manual and automated testing as well as all MBPE abstraction levels. 
Microsoft Excel was recommended as a test definition environment. The choice of 
Microsoft Excel is driven from the fact that it is widely available to most organisations 
and also known to most development engineers in the automotive industry. 
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Number Requirement 
1 Support the test definition of all key vehicle systems 
2 Support all generic DVI attributes such as control flow, signal profiles, etc. 
3 Support all MBPE abstraction levels 
4 Support both offline testing (MIL/SIL-based) and real-time testing (RCP/HIL-based) 
5 Support both manual and automated vehicle testing 
6 Support test definitions in Microsoft Excel 
Table 14. Requirements for the proposed standardised DVM. 
 
4.3.2. Development of a new standardised design verification method 
A typical vehicle electrical architecture contains up to 72 interconnected ECUs across 
different vehicle networks (such as CAN, MOST, LIN, Ethernet) and systems such as 
infotainment, human machine interface (HMI), climate, seats, body, safety, chassis, 
driveline and engine. 
 
In order to identify the list of all attributes required for the development of the new 
Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM) eleven existing vehicle test 
specifications were collected and analysed. The vehicle systems for these test 
specifications were: body electronics (interior lighting); powertrain electronics 
(accelerator pedal); comfort electronics (driver seat); climate electronics (auxiliary 
heater control); power supply electronics (load management); legacy infotainment 
electronics (AM/FM); new generation of infotainment electronics; hybrid control 
systems; chassis control systems; human machine interface (TV); transmission 
electronics. The above vehicle systems represent the whole vehicle electrical, 
electronics and software architecture for most premium vehicle manufacturers. A 
subset from each system test specification is shown Submission 4. The findings from 
the analysis has shown that all system test specifications were written in a completely 
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different format hence making it very difficult for test engineers to auto-generate and 
share test scripts. In addition to that, existing test specifications were written using 
informal specification approach which can be unclear and open to interpretation. 
Informal test specifications can lead to significant re-work and re-engineering of the 
embedded software as many tests can be implemented incorrectly hence causing late 
and expensive software changes. The analysis and assessment of existing test 
specifications led to the identification of key attributes for the development of the 
SDVM. The list of attributes was updated throughout the analysis in order to ensure 
that new attributes were captured and added in the analysis for the design of the new 
SDVM. The full list of attributes captured from the analysis is shown in Appendix D. 
 
The data from the analysis from all eleven test specifications are confidential and 
therefore are only available in Submission 4. The data illustrate the complexity involved 
in the development of vehicle test specifications. Each test specification is driven from 
a different set of attributes. Over the years this level of complexity and the need to 
maintain legacy systems has driven engineers and suppliers in the creation of different 
types of types of test specification for each vehicle system, feature or function. The 
findings from the analysis also suggest that most vehicle systems are validated using 
vehicle prototypes or in a real-time test environment (HIL testing). This is mainly driven 
from the fact that the capability and the processes in the industry to allow validation 
and execution of test cases offline, are not currently in place. Enabling offline test case 
execution for all vehicle systems, features and functions will move software validation 
and verification to the early stages of the vehicle development process. This has the 
potential to allow the detection of failure modes and/or software defects at earlier 
phases of the automotive embedded software development process. 
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The new SDVM is an Excel based template where feature owners and test engineers 
can enter vehicle system or vehicle feature test cases using semi-formal specification 
representation. The front sheet of the SDVM template is shown in Figure 20. As can be 
seen from Figure 20 the SDVM template contains eight sections.  
 
 
Figure 20. FrontSheet section of the SDVM template. 
 
The front sheet of the DVM template contains high level test specification details mainly 
related to the ownership of the vehicle system or feature. The guidelines section 
contains the rules of how a user should populate the SDVM template. The x-Feature 
(Locking-Feature in this example) section is the most important part of the SDVM 
template. It contains the full list of test cases related to a particular vehicle feature. A 
sub-set and an example of the x-Feature section containing test cases related to 
locking vehicle feature is shown in Figure 21. The user can define test cases using a 
semi-formal specification approach. The section titled “purpose of the test” defines the 
description of the test case using informal specification approach. Here full description 
of the test case using free text is allowed. The “purpose of the test” section can be 
used for manual as well as for automated testing. The definition of input and output 
signals including signal profiles is defined using semi-formal and formal approach. In 
the section titled “input signal name” the user can select a signal from a predefined 
signal list. The signal name uses a semi-formal specification approach as free text is 
not allowed. In the section titled “input signal value” the user can select a signal value 
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from a predefined values derived from mathematical formulae. Figure 22 shows an 
example where the signal type has a pulse profile. The section titled 
“condition/branches” defines the conditioning and branching of the specified test cases. 




Figure 21. Sample of the Locking-Feature section of the SDVM template. 
 
 
Figure 22. Definition of a signal profile using formal specification. 
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The remaining sections of the SDVM template are: 
 
• Functions, is used to define test cases that can be called from the main feature 
section;  
• Reference, is used to provide a full mapping between the input and output test 
signals and the I/O of the system under test; 
• Settings, contains configurations and general settings for the test target such as 
MATLAB and dSPACE; 
• SignalProfiles, is used to pre-define a set of signal profiles accessible within the 
SDVM template for the test case definition; 
• Validation, is used to determine whether the SDVM has been populated correctly. 
 
More details and full description of the proposed SDVM template are given in 
Submission 4. 
 
In summary the SDVM template allows test cases from all vehicle systems to be written 
in both informal and a semi-formal standardised forms. The SDVM template enables 
test cases to be presented in a text free form as well as machine readable data. The 
semi-formal standardisation has the potential to enable an automatic extraction of test 
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4.4. Platform independent test system 
The development of a holistic end-to-end solution to support automation across all 
levels of system abstraction with reduced engineering effort and time is presented in 
this sub-section. A proposed solution called Platform Independent Test System (PITS) 
utilises and integrates both the generic DVI and SDVM. The intent benefits of the 
proposed solution are to: 
 
• Provide an end to end solution that can be used throughout the product 
development cycle from the requirements stage to the automated test case 
execution (offline and real-time environments are supported). 
• Enable auto-generation of test target (or platform) independent test scripts directly 
from design verification documents. 
• Reduce or eliminate the need of Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) test automation 
tools, and offer JLR and its suppliers an environment where test scripts can be 
auto-generated and executed at all levels of abstraction of the MBPE process. 
• Reduce the engineering effort, cost and time required for the definition of test 
cases, the generation of test scripts and the execution of test scripts in both offline 
and real-time test environments. 
 
Reduction of engineering effort and time together with the execution of automated test 
scripts at the early stages of the MBPE process (Levels 1, 2 and 3) has the potential to 
shift failure modes and/or software defects detection early in the automotive product 
development. 
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Figure 23 shows an overlay of the PITS applicability against the MBPE process. As can 




Figure 23. Mapping of Platform Independent Test System (PITS) against the Model-
based Product Engineering (MBPE) process. 
 
An abstract system representation of the proposed Platform Independent Test System 
(PITS) depicting the various inputs and outputs is shown in Figure 24. The primary 
function of the proposed PIT system is to auto-generate platform independent test 
scripts directly from Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM) test 
specifications. The user, in this case a test engineer, selects an SDVM test 
specification for a given vehicle system or feature and its associated functions. Once 
an SDVM has been selected the user then selects the offline or real-time environment 
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(test platform or test target) for the auto-generated test scripts to be executed. A typical 
offline test platform is MATLAB and a typical real-time platform is dSPACE. 
 
 
Figure 24. Abstract representation of the proposed Platform Independent Test System 
(PITS). 
 
The execution of automated scripts relies on the presence of the generic Design 
Verification Interface (DVI) together with a number of plug-ins. Plug-ins are used in 
order to link the auto-generated test scripts with the associated test platforms or test 
targets. More details on plug-ins and their benefits are given in Submission 4. 
 
4.4.1. Methodology and design approach 
The high level methodology and design approach of the proposed PIT system is 
depicted in Figure 25. The detailed methodology and design approach of PITS are 
given in Submission 4. 
 
The first step involves the identification of PITS stakeholder (or customer) 
requirements. Once stakeholder requirements have been identified the next step is to 
identify the key use cases that cover all stakeholder requirements. Use case analysis is 
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an important step in requirements definition as it ensures that all key actors (human, 
machine or process inputs) are identified for the proposed system. 
 
 
Figure 25. High level methodology and design approach of PITS. 
 
The development of a high level architecture Block Definition Diagram (BDD) follows 
the identification of stakeholder requirements and use cases. The primary purpose of 
the BDD is to communicate structural information of the proposed PIT system. 
 
Once a high level architecture has been defined the next step is to identify both 
functional and non-functional requirements. A traceability matrix was then developed in 
order to link together stakeholder requirements, use cases, high level architecture 
block definition diagram and functional/non-functional requirements of the proposed 
PIT system. The final step of the design approach was the development and prototype 
of the PITS Windows-based application. 
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4.4.2. Stakeholder requirements 
Capturing stakeholder (or customer) requirements at the start of the project can help to 
deliver a final product that has a higher potential to meet all customer expectations. In 
the literature and in particular in the area of Requirements Engineering (RE), the 
process of capturing and analysing stakeholder requirements is well understood (Hull 
et al., 2011), (Chemuturi, 2013). Stakeholder requirements consist of requirements 
driven by the user, the sponsor and the operator. In this research, the user 
requirements are realised by the role of a test engineer. The sponsor requirements are 
realised by the role of senior management. The operator requirements are realised by 
the other associates to the project or organisation. In this case the operator 
requirements are driven from vehicle system owners and feature owners. Table 15 
shows a sample of the stakeholder requirements for PITS development. Full 
stakeholder requirements are given in Submission 4. 
 
Number Description Stakeholder 
STK_SRS_1 
The system shall provide an interface for the creation and automated 
execution of test cases suitable for all Model Based Product Engineering 
(MBPE) levels (Level 0 to Level 5). 
Sponsor 
STK_SRS_2 
The system shall automatically generate platform independent test scripts 




The system shall provide a generic Design Verification Interface (DVI) 
suitable for test exchange and integration with different test automation 
environments (support for offline and real-time test targets). 
User 
STK_SRS_4 The system shall have minimum support configuration for dSPACE (real-time) and MATLAB (offline) test environments and plug-ins. User 
STK_SRS_5 The system shall support configuration for monitoring and logging of in-
vehicle network signals. User 
STK_SRS_6 The system shall automatically generate platform dependent code to 
support the execution of automated test script(s) on selected test targets. User 
STK_SRS_7 The system shall support a generic signal profiles library for the creation 
of test case(s). Operator 
Table 15. Sample of stakeholder requirements for PITS. 
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Stakeholder requirements have been captured through interviews with test engineers, 
system owners and features owners. These interviews targeted all eleven vehicle 
systems used for the development of the SDVM template. Stakeholder requirements 
were numbered for traceability purposes with a unique identification number. 




Defining, STK as stakeholder, SRS as software requirements specification and ID as a 
requirement unique identification number. 
 
4.4.3. Development of use cases 
Once stakeholder requirements were captured the next logical step in requirements 
engineering process was to define the use cases of the system or product under 
development (Dorfman and Thayer (eds.), 2000). In this research SysML use case 
diagrams were used to depict the main use cases for the development of PITS. In 
requirements engineering use case diagrams represent the highest level of abstraction 
available to the designer, developer or customer. In addition to that use case diagrams 
are very powerful for communicating to all stakeholders the main interactions and 
operations of the system under development. 
 
Figure 26 shows a high level use case for the PIT system. The content of the use case 
is defined in the system boundary as “PIT System Use Case”. The relevant actors are 
shown as Test Engineer, Feature Owner and Test Target. Test Engineer and Feature 
Owner actors are roles within JLR product development whereas the Test Target actor 
is a test environment influencing the development and execution of PITS. 
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Figure 26. High level use case for PITS. 
 
The Test Engineer actor is connected to “Generate Test Script” and “Execute Test 
Script” use cases. The Test Target actor is connected to “Execute Test Script” use 
case and the Feature Owner actor is connected to “Enter DVM Data” use case. 
“<<include>>” and “<<extend>>” type of relationships were used between use cases. 
As an example, “Data Validator” use case extends “Enter DVM Data” use case. The 
“<<Extend>>” relationship causes a change in the main use case. Here, the “Data 
Validator” software will cause a change to the “Enter DVM Data” process and hence 
affect the role of Feature Owner and its interaction with the PIT system. 
 
A full description of each use diagram is given by a table which defines the name of the 
use case, the use case ID, the primary actors, the description of the use case, the pre-
condition and post-condition of the use case and the traceability link between a given 
use case and stakeholder requirements. 
 
A full description of all uses cases for the PITS development is given in Submission 4. 
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4.4.4. System architecture 
The definition of the high level system architecture Block Definition Diagram (BDD) 
helps to communicate structural information about the proposed PIT system (Holt et al., 
2011), (Chemuturi, 2013). In addition to that BDD communicates relationships that 
exist within the proposed system. Relationships link key conceptual components of the 
system under development. 
 
The system architecture as a BDD representation is depicted in Figure 27. The 
diagram in Figure 27 makes use of aggregation to show the structure of PITS. The 
aggregation is represented by the use of a diamond at the end of the relationship. The 
diagram in Figure 27 is read as follows: The ‘PIT System’ is made up of ‘Existing 
DVMs’, ‘Common DVM Template’, ‘DVM Converter’, ‘DVI Data’ and ‘Test Script 
Execution’. Aggregations can take role names and multiplicities (Wiegers and Beatty, 
2013a). Common multiplicities used in this research are as follows: 
 
0..1 Indicates an optional value 
1 Indicates exactly 1 
0..* Indicates any number, including 0 
* Same as 0..* 
1..* Indicates 1 or more 
 
As an example, in the case of diagram Figure 27 the use of multiplicities in the 
aggregations was used as follows. Any number of ‘Existing DVMs’ (DVMs from 
different vehicle systems) can be entered into one ‘Common DVM Template’. 
Additionally, ‘PIT System’ can have one or more ‘Test Script Execution’. Full 
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description of all key components of the system architecture diagram depicted in Figure 
27 is provided in Submission 4. 
 
Figure 27. System architecture of the proposed PIT system. 
 
4.4.5. Functional requirements 
The development of Functional Requirements (FRs) along with the development of 
Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) is an important and significant step in software 
development. 
 
In this research requirements were classified using the FURPS+ (Functionality, 
Usability, Reliability, Performance, and Supportability plus Design, Implementation, 
Interface and Physical) model (Grady, 1992), (Kruchten, 2004). The FURPS+ model is 
widely used in industry and is proven to provide a good structure categorising 
requirements (Umar and Khan, 2012). The definition of the FURPS+ model in given in 
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Appendix F, in addition, more details are given in Submission 4. Functional 
requirements specify something that the system under development should or shall do, 
(Laplante, 2013b), (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013b). Typically, functional requirements are 
linked to behaviour of a system or function. An example of a functional requirement is 
“The PIT system shall generate a generic XML representation of the SDVM data as an 
output”. Functional requirements tend to have verbs that reflect direct action in their 
definition. Functional requirements normally are solution-independent in order to be 
implementable by any engineering and technology software or hardware development. 
 
Table 16 shows a sample of PITS functional requirements. Each functional requirement 
has a unique identification number and traceability to system architecture BDD and 
stakeholder requirements (for simplicity only link to BDD is shown). The full list of 
functional requirements of the PIT system is shown in Submission 4. 
 
Number Functional Requirement Description BDD Number 
FR_SRS_01 The PIT system shall generate a generic XML representation of the SDVM data as an output.  1, 4, 5 
FR_SRS_02 The DVI generic XML data shall be the intermediate representation of the test data. 5 
FR_SRS_03 The DVI generic XML data shall be the input for the auto-generated platform dependent test script. 5, 6 
FR_SRS_04 The DVI generic XML schema shall contain product feature, DV, traceability and test environment details. 5 
FR_SRS_05 
The DVI generic XML data product feature shall contain function, 
component, system and product details attribute data which are extracted 
from the SDVMs. 
5 
FR_SRS_06 The DVI generic XML schema shall contain date, name, version, 
repository and owner details. 5 
FR_SRS_07 The DVI generic XML traceability shall contain requirement reference, 
reference number and requirement type. 3, 5 
FR_SRS_08 The DVI generic XML test environment details shall contain test 
scenarios, location, build type and test level. 3, 5 
Table 16. Sample of PITS functional requirements. 
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4.4.6. Non-functional requirements 
Non-functional requirements (NFRs) describe how the system works or the way that 
the functional requirements (FRs) are realised (Chung et al., 2012). NFRs are often 
seen as quality attributes of a system under development (González-Huerta et al., 
2012). An example of a non-functional requirement is “The PIT system shall be 
designed to run on Windows XP, 7 and 8”. The eight categories of the FURPS+ model 
were used to define the type of the NFRs of the PIT system. 
 
Table 17 shows a sample of PITS non-functional requirements. Each non-functional 
requirement has a unique identification number and traceability to system architecture 
BDD and stakeholder requirements (for simplicity link to BDD is not shown). In addition 
to that each NFR has link to FURPS+ model. FURPS+ ensures good coverage of 
NFRs and hence driving design completeness. The full list of non-functional 
requirements of the PIT system is shown in Submission 4. 
 
Number Non-Functional Requirement Description Stk. Req. Type 
NFR_SRS_01 The PIT system shall generate an XML 
representation of the DVM data as an output. STK_SRS_2 Implementation 
NFR_SRS_02 The DVI XML data shall be the intermediate 
representation of the test data. STK_SRS_2 Implementation 
NFR_SRS_03 The DVI generic XML shall be developed to 
support STJLR- 18-063 engineering standard. 
STK_SRS_1 
STK_SRS_2 Supportability 
NFR_SRS_04 The DVI generic XSD shall follow W3C 
standards for XML schema. STK_SRS_1 Supportability 
NFR_SRS_05 A MATLAB plugin shall support MATLAB 




A dSPACE plugin shall support ControlDesk 
and ControlDesk Next Generation version 
2013 in order to comply with JLR’s current 
versions of toolset. 
STK_SRS_1 
STK_SRS_4 Implementation 




The PIT system application shall extract the 




NFR_SRS_19 The PIT system shall be designed to run on Windows XP, 7 and 8. STK_SRS_6 Design 
Table 17. Sample of PITS non-functional requirements. 
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4.4.7. Traceability 
Traceability amongst all type of requirements drives design completeness and ensures 
that stakeholder requirements are realised in a controlled and well-engineered system 
development environment (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013b). 
 
Table 18 shows a sample of full traceability amongst all type of requirements, BDD and 
use cases of the PIT system. Each traceability line item has a unique identification 
number and traceability to a unique stakeholder requirement, use case(s), part(s) of the 
system architecture BDD, functional requirement(s) and non-functional 
requirements(s). The full list of traceability is given in Submission 4. 
 
Number Stakeholder Requirement ID 





Functional Requirements ID 
(FR_SRS_### and 
NFR_SRS_@@@) 
1 STK_SRS_1 001 1 
FR_SRS_01, #18, #27, #56, #60, 
#61, #62, #63, #64, #65, #66, 
#67, #68, #69, #70, #71, #72, 
#73, NFR_SRS_03 to @07 
2 STK_SRS_2 001, 004, 005 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 
FR_SRS_01 to #18, #27, #56, 
#60, #61, #62, #63, #64, #65, 
#66, #67, #68, #69, #70, #71, 
#72, #73, #03, #14, #31 to #35, 
#44 to #63, #70, #71, 
NFR_SRS_01, @02, @03, @17, 
@18 
3 STK_SRS_3 001, 003, 004, 005 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 
FR_SRS_01 to #18, #27, #56, 
#60, #61, #62, #63, #64, #65, 
#66, #67, #68, #69, #70, #71, 
#72, #73, #03, #14, #31 to #35, 
#44 to #63, #70, #71, 
NFR_SRS_11, @16 
4 STK_SRS_4 002, 004, 005 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 
FR_SRS_01 to #18, #27, #56, 
#60, #61, #62, #63, #64, #65, 
#66, #67, #68, #69, #70, #71, 
#72, #73, #30 to #35,#44 to #63, 
#70, #71, NFR_SRS_06 to @09, 
@12, @13, @17, @18 
15 STK_SRS_15 001, 002, 005 2, 3 FR_SRS_30, #31, #16, #18 to #32, #35 to #41, #58, #66 
Table 18. Sample design traceability matrix of the PIT system. 
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4.4.8. Windows application 
The next step in the research was the development of the front-end of the PITS 
Windows application shown in Figure 28. This screenshot is what the user sees once 
the PITS application has successfully loaded. The user selects a Standardised Design 
Varication Method (SDVM) template and the test target (offline or real-time) for the 
execution of the automated test scripts. 
 
 
Figure 28. Main window of the PIT system application. 
 
Two test targets are available for selection, the first is for MATLAB (offline automated 
testing) and the second is for dSPACE (real-time automated testing). The Settings tab 
in the main window allows the user to configure the settings of the test target and also 
to select specific vehicle features from the SDVM template if required. Full description 
of the PITS windows application is given in Submission 4.  
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5. Evaluation of research 
This section is focused on an evaluation of the proposed solutions for automotive 
embedded software development. The evaluation of the research was based on a 
selection of evaluation criteria mainly driven from the initial design requirements of 
each proposed solution and a number of measures to assess effectiveness. The 
evaluation includes deployment of solutions within Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) where 
appropriate, and a number of vehicle case studies are used. Where appropriate 
comparison studies were conducted against other Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) 
tools. The outcome of the evaluation is discussed and concluding remarks are drawn 
about the effectiveness of the proposed solutions against the evaluation criteria and 
research objectives. 
 
5.1. Evaluation criteria 
A set of key criteria were defined for the evaluation of the proposed solutions as shown 
in Table 19. The aim of each criterion was to ensure that either design requirements or 
measures driving business benefits for each solution are satisfied. The rationale behind 
the selection of the design requirements for each solution was defined in Section 4 and 
in the portfolio submissions. Business benefits and measures are drawn from the 
original motivation and objectives for this research. In Table 19 each criterion is 
associated with a proposed solution in order to channel the focus of the evaluation. 
However, in some cases evaluation criteria have a more holistic impact due to the 
integrated nature of the proposed solutions. 
 
More details and a full description of the evaluation criteria defined in Table 19 can be 
found in Submissions 2, 3, 4 and 6. 
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Number Criterion Driven By Solution 




2 Satisfy DVI requirements listed in Table 13 DVI 
3 Satisfy SDVM requirements listed in Table 14 SDVM 
4 Test target (or platform) independent PITS 
5 Satisfy PITS requirements (stakeholder, functional and non-functional) PITS 
6 Support of different signal profiles as defined in the DVI and SDVM PITS 
7 Support of offline and real-time automated testing PITS 
8 Capability to support all MBPE levels PITS 
9 Sustainable solution PITS 
10 Early detection of failure modes and/or software defects 
Measure 
MBPE 
11 Efficiency in terms of engineering effort and time PITS 
12 Low cost PITS 
13 Low maintenance PITS 
14 Overall comparison against COTS tools PITS 
Table 19. Evaluation criteria driven by design requirements and measures. 
 
5.2. Evaluation results  
Evaluation results for each evaluation criterion shown in Table 19 are presented in the 
following sub-sections. 
 
5.2.1. Criterion #1 – Satisfy MBPE process requirements 
Table 31 in Appendix G.1 shows a summary of the evaluation results including which 
requirements have been satisfied and how. All MBPE requirements have been satisfied 
mainly through the creation of new engineering standards and design rules. In addition 
to that MBPE requirements have been satisfied through the creation of the generic 
Design Verification Interface (DVI), Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM) 
and integration of MBPE with the JLR Product Creation System (PCS). The MBPE 
process is standardised and COTS tool independent. The process fully defines the 
engineering activities for both offline and real-time model-based automated testing as 
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defined by the engineering standards and design rules. Automated testing is tool 
independent and is driven, but not coupled, by the generic DVI and SDVM. The use of 
SDVM and generic DVI allows JLR engineers from different departments and the 
supplier base to write, auto-generate and share test requirements for automated or 
manual testing across all vehicle abstraction levels. Support of product complexity is 
covered at the early levels of the MBPE process together with a pragmatic deployment 
strategy as presented in Submission 2. Deployment strategy is driven by product 
complexity assessment, resource needs and tool support. The process was fully 
integrated with JLR’s software Statement of Work (SoW) and JLR’s Software 
Engineering Journal (SEJ) documents. Both engineering documents were fed directly 
to JLR supplier base for software sourcing, creation and standards compliance. 
 
5.2.2. Criterion #2 – Satisfy DVI requirements 
Table 33 in Appendix G.3 shows a summary of the evaluation results including which 
requirements have been satisfied and how. All DVI requirements have been satisfied 
and proven mainly through the integration of PITS, DVI and SDVM. In addition to that 
requirements have been satisfied through the auto-generation of test scripts for two 
vehicle features (locking and wiper control), both executed in offline and real-time 
environments. The evaluation of criteria 11 and 12 cover the details for both vehicle 
features. Furthermore, some DVI requirements were satisfied through the evaluation of 
the SDVM. The DVI solution was capable of handling different vehicle DVMs from 
different MBPE levels written in a SDVM. Comparison amongst the DVI and other 
automotive related standards is shown in Table 34 in Appendix G.3. The DVI cannot 
support ECU diagnostics testing and simulation models integration including co-
simulation. These requirements are fully satisfied by the use of OTX, ODX and FMI 
standards. In addition to that the DVI interface is not an international standard in 
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comparison to OTX and ODX. More details on DVI comparison with other standards 
are given in Submission 3. 
 
5.2.3. Criterion #3 – Satisfy SDVM requirements 
A summary of the evaluation results for the proposed SDVM is given in Table 20. The 
evaluation of the SDVM was based on the test case definition driven by 12 key vehicle 
systems/features (see Table 35 in Appendix G.4). These systems/features covered the 
majority of the vehicle embedded software implementation in terms of complexity and 
definition of test cases. Test cases from all chosen vehicle systems were successfully 
implemented in the proposed SDVM and furthermore auto-generated/converted into a 
DVI XML machine readable form. In addition to that the chosen vehicle 
systems/features covered all MBPE process levels. More details of the evaluation can 
be found in Submission 6. 
 
Number Requirement Satisfied How 
1 Support the test definition of all key 
vehicle systems Y 
12 vehicle systems/features were 
chosen as shown in Table 35 in 
Appendix G.4. All vehicle 
systems/features were successfully 
implemented in the proposed SDVM. 
2 
Support all generic DVI attributes 
such as control flow, signal profiles, 
etc. 
Y 
12 vehicle systems/features were 
successfully implemented in the 
proposed SDVM and auto-
generated/converted into a DVI XML 
form. 
3 Support all MBPE abstraction levels Y 
Chosen vehicle systems/features 
covered all MBPE process levels (see 
Table 35 in Appendix G.4). 
4 
Support both offline testing 
(MIL/SIL-based) and real-time 
testing (RCP/HIL-based) 
Y Satisfied in the evaluation criteria 11 
and 12. 
5 Support both manual and 
automated vehicle testing Y 
Satisfied in the evaluation criteria 11 
and 12 and requirement 1 in this Table. 
6 Support test definitions in Microsoft Excel Y See Appendix A in Submission 6. 
Table 20. Summary of SDVM requirements satisfaction. 
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5.2.4. Criterion #4 – Test target (or platform) independent 
A key benefit of the proposed PITS solution is being test target or test platform 
independent. Figure 29 depicts a process flow that shows how a test definition in a 
SDVM can be used on two different test targets through PITS. 
 
 
Figure 29. Overview of platform independent test system solution. 
 
The PIT system reads a test definition written in SDVM and automatically generates 
platform independent test scripts through the DVI. At this stage, test scripts are 
platform independent and as a result can be used on any test target or test platform 
assuming a plugin is available. The DVI file at this stage can be archived for future use 
or can be shared with other stakeholders such as suppliers and other internal JLR 
departments. A plugin then is used in order to link the auto-generated test scripts to a 
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specific test target or test platform. After the execution of the automated test scripts is 
complete the PIT system generates a test results report as an HTML file. The interface 
to the test results report is identical for both test targets. Test results can be shared as 
a single file and can be viewed using a standard web browser (such as Explorer or 
Chrome). More details can be found in Submission 6. 
 
5.2.5. Criterion #5 – Satisfy PITS requirements 
Stakeholder, functional and non-functional requirements for PITS were satisfied apart 
from those listed in Table 21. A sample list of how PITS requirements were satisfied is 
shown in Table 36 in Appendix G.5. Stakeholder (15 in total) and functional (73 in total) 
requirements were mainly satisfied through the development of SDVM and DVI. Non-
functional (19 in total) requirements were satisfied through the development of DVI, 
MATLAB and dSPACE plug-ins respectively. The full list of stakeholder, functional and 
non-functional requirements of the PIT system and their implementation or traceability 
in the design is shown in Submission 6. 
 
Number Requirement Type How 
STK_SRS_5 
The system shall support 
configuration for monitoring 
and logging of in-vehicle 
network signals. 
Stakeholder 
Implemented under XML settings. 
Logging functionality has not been 
implemented for in-vehicle network 
signals not specified in the SDVM. 
NFR_SRS_05 
A MATLAB plugin shall 
support MATLAB version 
2013b and 2014a. 
Non-functional 
Implemented in MATLAB 2013b. 
Not tested with MATLAB 2014a 
version. 
NFR_SRS_19 
The PIT system shall be 
designed to run on Windows 
XP, 7 and 8. 
Non-functional Tested with Windows XP and 7. Not tested with Windows 8 version. 
 Table 21. Partially satisfied PITS requirements. 
 
5.2.6. Criterion #6 – Support of signal profiles 
A set of 12 input/output signal profiles was introduced in Submission 3 and 4. These 
signal profiles are accessible within the SDVM for the definition of test cases. The PIT 
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system must be capable of supporting these signal profiles using the DVI engine for 
implementation in both offline and real-time test environments. Submission 6 shows the 
implementation of all 12 signal profiles in the SDVM. Most of the signal profiles are 
driven by a windows interface for easy and intuitive interaction with the user. The PITS 
application was evaluated against these signal profiles. The PITS application was able 
to generate and execute all 12 signal profiles on an offline MATLAB test environment. 
The real-time execution on dSPACE resulted in two signal profiles not being 
implemented successfully. The reason behind these two unsuccessful signal profiles 
lies with the current capability of the dSPACE system. The current version of dSPACE 
does not provide all input parameters required to implement these two specific signal 
profiles. A summary of the signal profiles implementation is shown in Table 37 in G.6. A 
signal profile sample (ramp signal profile) defined in SDVM and auto-generated by 
PITS through DVI is shown Figure 30. In Submission 6 a graphical representation of 
each auto-generation signal profile can be found including information about the auto-
generated XML files. 
 
 
Figure 30. Ramp signal profile generated by PITS and driven by SDVM and DVI. 
 
5.2.7. Criterion #7 – Support of offline and real-time automated testing 
The proposed PIT system must support the execution of automated test scripts in 
offline and real-time test environments driven by test definitions in SDVM. The 
evaluation of this criterion was conducted using two vehicle use cases. The first vehicle 
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use case is the vehicle remote key locking control system whereas the second is the 
vehicle wiper control system. These use cases were chosen as they make good use of 
common automotive signal profiles such as single pulse (or on/off signal) and Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM). In addition to that both use cases are easy to understand by 
the reader. Only one use case is presented in this report as both use cases produced 
the same test results. Full evaluation details and test results from both use cases are 
given in Submission 6. 
 
The purpose of the vehicle remote key locking control system is to allow the user to 
lock and unlock the vehicle remotely using a key fob. A typical high level vehicle 
remote key locking system consists of five inputs and four outputs (see Figure 44 in 
Appendix G.7). The five inputs are: vehicle speed; crash signal; key fob lock button; 
key fob unlock button and multi/single entry configuration. Typical vehicle speed can 
range from 0 mph to 200 mph depending on a vehicle type. The crash signal is a binary 
signal with crash and no crash status. The key fob lock and unlock signals are binary 
with pressed and released status. Vehicle multi/single entry configuration signal is also 
binary with status single (only one door locked or unlocked) or multi (all doors locked or 
unlocked). The system outputs are the status of the four doors being locked or 
unlocked. Six test cases, shown in Table 22, derived from a typical driving scenario 
were considered for the evaluation of this criterion. 
 
The test cases shown in Table 22 were transferred into SDVM. A sample of the test 
case definition in the SDVM is shown in Figure 45 in Appendix G.8. The PITS 
application was used in order to read the test definition in the SDVM and then auto-
generate the test scripts suitable for automated execution in the MATLAB test 
environment. Prior to the execution of the automated test scripts, the PITS application 
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auto-generated a framework (or test harness) in order to create the interface between 
test scripts and the SIMULINK model. 
 
 

























































Vehicle Speed 0 mph 0 mph 0 mph 0 mph 30 mph 30 mph 
Crash Signal No Crash No Crash No Crash No Crash No Crash Crash 
Lock Pressed Released Pressed Released Released Released 
Unlock Released Pressed Released Pressed Released Released 










 Front Left Door Locked Unlocked Locked Unlocked Locked Unlocked 
Front Right Door Locked Unlocked Locked Locked Locked Unlocked 
Rear Left Door Locked Unlocked Locked Locked Locked Unlocked 
Rear Right Door Locked Unlocked Locked Locked Locked Unlocked 
Table 22. High level test cases for vehicle remote key locking functionality. 
 
Once the execution of the automated test scripts was complete the PITS generated a 
test report as shown in Figure 31. The number of test cases in Figure 31 matches the 
number of test cases in Table 22. Test cases ID and description is auto-generated from 
the SDVM test definition. 
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Figure 31. Offline automated testing, test results for vehicle remote key locking control 
system. 
 
The user can view each test case separately by selecting View Details under the 
reference column. A sample of test results, in this case LOC_TEST_ID_2, is shown in 
Figure 46 and Figure 47 in Appendix G.9. The user can easily assess and establish the 
pass status of the actual output signals. The automated test results report is driven by 
HTML and XML files. This means that test results are tool independent and hence can 
be shared with other key project stakeholders. The PITS application together with the 
SDVM and DVI was able to successfully extract and execute all test cases in the 
MATLAB test environment. 
 
The evaluation then moved into real-time using dSPACE hardware as the test target. 
The evaluation was conducted using the same test cases previously used for the offline 
testing. The execution of the automated test scripts was conducted on a dSPACE 
MicroAutobox II DS1401 real-time processor. The same vehicle remote key locking 
control system SIMULINK model was compiled in order to generate C code suitable for 
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real-time execution. A real-time interface called ControlDesk was developed as shown 
in Figure 32, in order to assess the correctness of the auto-generated C code 
functionality in the real-time target. The user can operate the Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) in order to change any of the inputs and observe the behaviour or state of the 
outputs. In Submission 6 more ControlDesk views for the vehicle remote key locking 
control system are given. 
 
 
Figure 32. dSPACE ControlDesk interface for vehicle remote key locking control 
system. 
 
Once the correctness of the C code in real-time was established the next step in the 
evaluation was to execute the automated test scripts. Real-time test results for test 
case LOC_TEST_ID_2 are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49 in Appendix G.10. 
Comparing the offline and real-time test results for the same use case and test case, it 
can be concluded that the outcome of the test is the same. The actual output signals 
response falls within the maximum and minimum tolerance values. A minor timing 
deviation can be observed by looking closely at the actual output signals from both 
offline and real-time test results. This is due to the synchronisation between the real-
time target and the offline environment that the automated test script is executed. The 
timing discrepancy between the two results can be eliminated with further development 
of the PITS application. This is outside the scope of this research. 
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5.2.8. Criterion #8 – Capability to support all MBPE levels 
The proposed PIT system must be able to auto-generate and execute test scripts from 
test cases derived across all Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) process levels. 
In Section 3, it was stated that one of the challenges within the automotive industry is 
the lack of end-to-end solutions to support embedded software development and test 
across all levels of abstraction. This is a key enabler to shift failure modes and/or 
software defects to the early stages of the product development process. In order to 
evaluate how capable is PITS of supporting all levels of abstraction a benchmarking 
assessment against other commonly used Commercial-off-the-Shelf Tools (COTS) was 
conducted using the Pugh Matrix approach (Pugh, 1991), (Pugh, 2009). The Pugh 
Matrix approach allows comparison of a number of design candidates leading 
ultimately to which best meets a set of criteria. The Pugh Matric approach is easy to 
use and this is the main reason of its popularity within the automotive and other 
industries (Fernandes et al., 2008), (Cervone, 2009), (Thakker et al., 2009), (Thorén 
and Burgren, 2015), (Harris et al., 2016). The key criteria used in this benchmarking 
assessment were the six MBPE levels. The result is shown in Figure 33. The names of 
the COTS have been removed due to JLR’s confidentiality. PITS support for all MBPE 
levels produced high scores and as a result PITS outperformed all six COTS tools. The 
benchmarking assessment was conducted with a group of experienced test engineers 
within JLR being familiar with the chosen COTS tools. It is important though to state 
that each of the chosen COTS tools is capable and suitable for certain engineering 
activities. Most tool vendors chose a specific part of the automotive development cycle 
to develop tools and as a result in most cases all COTS have their own interface. This 
creates a challenge for the automotive OEMs as very often they decide to change tool 
sets, hence resulting in huge amount of rework to re-generate test cases from one tool 
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to another. The proposed PIT system closes that gap. Full details related to this 
benchmarking assessment are provided in Submission 6. 
 
 
Figure 33. Graphical summary of Pugh matrix results– PITS concept selection against 
MBPE levels and other COTS. 
 
5.2.9. Criterion #9 – Efficiency in terms of engineering effort and time 
Efficiency in terms of engineering effort and time has been a subject for research for a 
number of years (Chaudhary and Yadav, 2012), (Hanna et al., 2013), (Sharma, 2014), 
(Kumar and Mishra, 2016). Many industries are seeking new methods, tools and 
processes to reduce engineering effort and time to market. It is therefore imperative to 
evaluate PITS against engineering effort and time. 
 
The data for this case study were derived from an existing JLR vehicle programme. A 
vehicle feature DVM consisting of approximately 2,500 test cases was considered for 
the evaluation. The engineering effort for both manual and automated testing has been 
split into creation and execution of test cases. The creation involves the engineering 
activity to generate test definitions for either manual or automated testing. The 
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execution involves the engineering activity to run test cases using either manual or 
automated testing. Figure 34 depicts the engineering effort for manual and automated 
testing using COTS tools and PITS for the first embedded software test iteration only. 
 
 
Figure 34. Comparison of manual and automated testing using COTS and PITS. Effort 
for test creation and execution for the first iteration. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 34 the engineering effort to create and execute test scripts 
suitable for automated testing is significantly greater than the engineering effort to 
create and execute test cases manually. This is due to the fact that creating test scripts 
is time consuming engineering activity. The engineering effort for the automated testing 
depicted in Figure 34 has been calculated as the average time taken to create and 
execute test scrips using the previous list of COTS tools and PITS.  
 
The engineering effort for execution is the same between PITS and COTS. This is an 
expected outcome as both solutions depend on a given test target. The main difference 
and benefits of PITS is related to the engineering effort to create test scripts. The 
integration of PITS with the SDVM and DVI results in faster creation of test definition 
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suitable for automated testing. The engineering effort to create test scripts has been 
reduced by approximately 40%. 
 
As shown in Figure 35 this reduces significantly the number of software iterations for 
breakeven between manual and automated testing to less than two from three using 
COTS tools. In terms of engineering time rather than effort if only 28 weeks were 
available to create a product, the use of PITS (together with SDVM and DVI) can 
accommodate 36 embedded software test iterations compared to 24 using COTS and 
5 using manual testing. There are additional benefits with PITS that were not 
considered in the calculations such as effort for test scripts update and change of test 
targets or test platforms. More evaluation details can be found in Submission 6. 
 
 
Figure 35. Comparison of manual and automated testing using COTS and PITS. Effort 
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5.2.10. Criterion #10 – Sustainable solution 
The main question around sustainability is as follows: 
 
Question: Is the PITS application together with the SDVM, DVI and MBPE process 
sustainable to future toolsets changes? 
 
The DVI part of PITS is generic and platform independent. If in the future test 
automation tools change then only a new plugin is required in order to keep the PIT 
application operational. The SDVM is subject to potential changes if the company 
decides to go for a COTS solution in the future. In this case the format of the proposed 
SDVM will be used to generate a set of key requirements and best practice for creating 
future DVMs using a semi-formal test specification approach. The PITS application will 
require a new extractor to be developed in order to translate test cases written in future 
toolsets to DVI interface. The DVI interface provides long term sustainability as test 
scripts can be archived for future use with new toolsets. It is also important to mention 
here that the nature of the MBPE process is generic and therefore sustainable to future 
changes. 
 
5.2.11. Criterion #12 – Early detection 
A key requirement of the MBPE process is the design, verification and validation of 
automotive embedded software prior to supplier activities. Software verification and 
validation prior to supplier activities has the potential to drive early detection of failure 
modes and/or software defects in the product development process. In Submission 2 
two cases studies were presented in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed process. Both case studies targeted the early levels of the proposed process 
in order to prove that detection of failure modes and/or software defects can be shifted 
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to the early stages of the product development. More details on both case studies can 
be found in Submission 2. 
 
The first case study focused on the development of the park assist vehicle feature at 
the requirements phase of the design and particularly the engineering activities defined 
in MBPE level 0. As a result engineering activities defined in Level 0 were conducted 
which lead to the creation of full requirements engineering analysis and proof of 
concept creation as shown in Figure 36. 
 
 
Figure 36. Proof of concept development for park assist vehicle feature. 
 
The outcome of the engineering activities in Level 0 resulted in early detection of failure 
modes and/or software defects for the park assist vehicle feature as shown in Table 23. 
A number of requirements were found to be missing from the initial set of requirements 
or were too ambiguous for implementation. In addition to that, a new set of 
requirements were found for the completeness of the intent feature functionality. All 
these requirements would have been found later in the product development through 
embedded software testing and would have caused late and expensive changes. This 
is a substantial improvement compared to the existing engineering practice within the 
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company. In the previous vehicle programmes written requirements were analysed 
manually and then sent to the suppliers. The introduction of Proof-of-Concept (PoC) 
development and Requirements Engineering (RE) has helped to generate better and 
more robust embedded software requirements with fewer potential failure models 
and/or software defects. 
 
Failure Mode and/or Software Defect % of Initial Number of Requirements 
Missing requirements 6% 
Ambiguous requirements 5% 
New requirements to improve functionality 11% 
Table 23. Evaluation results from park assist vehicle feature. 
 
The second case study focused on the development of body electronics vehicle 
features such as remote locking, alarm, passive entry and passive start. Body 
electronics vehicle features are distributed across vehicle networks and have high level 
of interaction with the user (vehicle driver and passengers). This case study targeted 
the early levels of the MBPE process in order to assess the effectiveness of Levels 0, 1 
and 2. Implementation models for body electronics were developed in MATLAB and 
were used for both manual and automated testing prior to supplier software release. 
The duration of this case study was approximately 10 months. During this period the 
majority of the engineering activities defined in Level 0, 1 and 2 were executed for the 
evaluation of the process. The duration of this study did not include the development 
time for the implementation models. The results3 of the evaluation are shown in Figure 
37. Over 50% of the failure models and/or software defects were found prior to supplier 
software release. This is a significant improvement compared to the previous 
                                               
3
 Due to vehicle programme variations and changes and the introduction of many variables it is 
not appropriate to depict the results in Figure 37 in a similar programme development gateway 
timeline as was shown in Figure 4 in Section 1.4.3. 
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programmes where failure models and/or software defects were typically found after 
supplies’ software release. Functional (or implementation) models were validated using 
MIL and RCP testing. The models’ validation included integration testing in a MIL 
environment with models from other vehicle systems and features. The RCP testing 
included integration testing with carry-over ECUs (legacy systems) from other systems 
or functional models developed for new systems and features. 
 
 
Figure 37. Evaluation results from body electronics. 
 
The result from this case study is a tangible demonstration of the MBPE process 
effectiveness on automotive embedded software quality. During the evaluation period 
engineers where able to iterate and loop amongst Levels 0, 1 and 3 until the correct 
implementation and functionality was proven. An interesting outcome from this 
evaluation is the type of failure modes and/or software defects which were found before 
and after supplier software release and availability of production ECU hardware. A 
summary of failure modes and/or software defects and the detection capability of the 
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MBPE process at each Level is shown in Table 32 in Appendix G.2. Some failure 
modes and/or software defects are coupled with low level embedded software and 
availability of production hardware. 
 
5.2.12. Criterion #12 – Low cost 
The low cost evaluation criterion assesses the total cost to the company to purchase 
and maintain COTS against the PITS application. Consider  as the number of licences 
needed over a given period in years defined by y. If the cost of license purchase is 
defined by c and the annual maintenance cost as a percentage per license is defined 
by mp, and the actual annual maintenance cost per license is defined by mc then the 
total cost to the company, tc,  is given by: 
 
 = 
 ∗ ,  =  ∗  +  ∗  ∗  
 
A typical use case for JLR is shown below: 
 
 = 100,  = 5,  = £7,000,  = 20% 
 =  ∗  +  ∗  ∗  ∗  = £1,400,000 
 
The cost of £7,000 per license was taken as the average cost amongst the list of COTS 
tools considered in the previous sections. The 20% annual cost for maintenance is a 
typical cost across almost all tool vendors. The expense of £1.4M is a significant cost 
to the company for 100 licences (an approximation derived from previous vehicle 
programmes) over a five year period. Figure 38 gives a cost forecast of PITS against 
COTS and the potential savings to the company. The annual maintenance cost of PITS 
was estimated £60K compared to £140K of COTS. 60K annual maintenance cost cover 
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the support for one full-time engineer dedicated to maintain and improve the 
functionality of PITS. The annual maintenance cost was an approximation since 
engineering rates are subject to changes over a period of time. As a result significant 
savings result from the non-purchase of COTS (the application of PITS can be shared 
with any engineer within JLR). The potential savings to the company are substantial 
and initially in the range of £780K resulting in total savings over a five year period of 
£1.1M.  
 
Figure 38. Forecast of accumulate total savings resulting from the proposed PIT 
system over five-year period. 
 
5.2.13. Criterion #13 – Low maintenance 
The tool maintenance evaluation criterion excludes license and maintenance cost. The 
primary aim of the tool maintenance evaluation criterion was positioned around 
changeability, accessibility (or availability) and learnability. Changeability is referring to 
potential changes and updates being requested by test engineers. As the source code 
of the PITS is own by JLR, changes and updates of PITS can be delivered at short 
notice without the need to raise purchase orders to COTS vendors. Accessibility refers 
to a software licence or application being accessible by all engineers and JLR suppliers 
at all time any time. Very often companies restrict the use of certain software due to 
limited number of licenses available. The PITS application is accessible to everyone 
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within JLR and potentially across JLR’s supplier base. Learnability is a key challenge 
for many companies as very often they have to make significant investment on training 
for new skills. Fragmentation of COTS within companies drives significant training 
costs and loss of engineering time. The PITS application reduces the need for 
specialised skills. It offers a simple user interface which is linked to SDVM. The SDVM 
is Microsoft Excel-based. Microsoft Excel is a tool that most engineers are familiar with 
and can access within their own departments  
 
5.2.14. Criterion #14 – Overall comparison 
In order to fully complete the evaluation of PITS and provide more rounded picture 
about benefits and impact to the company a selection of key evaluation criteria from 
Table 19 were used to assess PITS against the set of COTS tools from the previous 
sections. The assessment was conducted using the Pugh Matrix approach described in 
the earlier sub-sections. Some evaluation criteria were excluded from the assessment 
as these criteria are PITS specific and cannot be used for comparative analysis. The 
reduced number of selected key criteria which qualified for the analysis is shown in 
Table 24. 
 
Key Criteria Weight (%) 
Standardisation 15 
Portability 12 
Offline Support 12 
Real-Time Support 13 




Tool Maintenance 6 
Table 24. Reduced number of evaluation criteria. 
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A graphical representation of the Pugh Matrix assessment is depicted in Figure 39. The 
results look different from the previous Pugh Matrix assessment against the MBPE 
process levels evaluation criteria. 
 
 
Figure 39. Graphical summary of Pugh matrix results– PITS concept selection against 
COTS tools using a selection of key evaluation criteria. 
 
The portability and efficiency strength of COTS F changes the ranking. COTS C scores 
were elevated from fourth to third. This does not mean necessarily that COTS F is 
better tool than COTS B or COTS C. It means that taking a holistic approach that 
ranges from standardisation to maintenance and cost COTS F is potentially the 
preferred COTS tool after PITS. If however an application needed strong real-time 
support then a COTS B solution would have been preferable compared to COTS F and 
PITS. In any case the assessment and analysis shows strong preference for PITS. The 
integration of PITS with the MBPE process, the SDVM and DVI drives high scores in 
the analysis. Full details of the analysis are shown in Submission 6. 
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5.3. Summary of evaluation results and concluding remarks 
A summary of the evaluation results is shown in Table 25. Similar to the requirements 
definition phase, internal JLR stakeholders such as test engineers, model developers 
and senior management, were involved in the final review of the evaluation results. 
Concluding remarks can be drawn as follows: 
 
• Detection of failure modes and/or software defects of over 50% prior to supplier 
embedded software release. This is a significant improvement compared to 
previous vehicle programmes where failure modes and/or software defects were 
found mainly after suppliers’ software release. The improvement included early 
detection of failure modes and/or software defects associated with the functional (or 
implementation) models and requirements for embedded software. 
• End to end solution that supports all levels of abstraction from the test case 
definition phase to the execution of automated test scripts in both offline and real 
time test environments. 
• 40% engineering effort reduction for test script creation for automated testing. 
• Five to tenfold engineering time reduction compared to manual and automated 
testing using COTS tools. 
• Sustainable solution for maintaining and archiving test scripts for future use using 
future COTS toolset. 
• Cost reduction for licence and maintenance in the range of £1.1M over a five year 
period. 
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Number Criterion Satisfied How/What 
1 
Satisfy MBPE process 
requirements listed in 
Table 9 
Y All requirements were satisfied. See Table 31 in Appendix G.1. 
2 
Satisfy DVI 
requirements listed in 
Table 13 
Y All requirements were satisfied. See Table 33 and Table 34 in Appendix G.3. 
3 
Satisfy SDVM 
requirements listed in 
Table 14 
Y All requirements were satisfied. See Table 20. 
4 Test target (or platform) independent Y 
A test definition in SDVM was used to generate and 
execute automated test scripts in two different test 







All PITS requirements were satisfied apart from one 
stakeholder and two non-functional which they were 
partially satisfied mainly due to software availability 
constraints. A sample is available in Table 36 in 
Appendix G.5.  
6 
Support of different 
signal profiles as 
defined in the DVI and 
SDVM 
Y 
Signal profiles were successfully implemented on 
both MATLAB offline and dSPACE real-time test 
environments (see Table 37 in Appendix G.6). Two 
signal profiles were not implemented in real-time due 
to dSPACE test environment constraints. 
7 




The PITS application successfully auto-generated 
test scripts defined in SDVM and executed them in 
both offline and real-time test environments (see 
Figure 46 and Figure 47 in Appendix G.9 and Figure 
48 and Figure 49 in Appendix G.10). 
8 Capability to support all MBPE levels Y 
Results from benchmarking assessment against other 
COTS tools have shown that PITS has better 
capability to support all MBPE levels. 
9 Sustainable solution P DVI and MBPE are sustainable. PITS and SDVM are 
subject to future changes. 
10 
Early detection of 
failure modes and/or 
software defects 
Y 
Deployment on body electronics. Detection and shift of 
failure modes and/or software defects of over 50% 
prior to supplier software release (see Figure 37). 
 
Deployment on park assist feature. Evidence to 
suggest that Level 0 of the MBPE process can 
significantly improve the quality of software 
requirements (see Table 23). 
11 
Efficiency in terms of 
engineering effort and 
time 
Y 
40% engineering effort reduction for test script 
creation suitable for automated testing. Engineering 
time reduction compared to COTS and manual testing. 
12 Low cost Y 
Potential savings to the company are substantial and 
initially in the range of £780K resulting in total savings 
over a five year period of £1.1M 
13 Low maintenance Y Reduces the need for specialised skills. Source code 
of PITS application is owned by JLR. 
14 Overall comparison 
against COTS tools Y 
Results from benchmarking assessment against other 
COTS tools have shown that PITS is a better end-to-
end solution. 
Table 25. Summary of evaluation results. 
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6. Key innovations, benefits, lessons learned and future work 
This section presents the main claim of innovation and how it is driven by key solutions 
that have resulted from this research and development project. The benefits of this 
research to Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) and its supplier base are discussed and 
summarised. This section concludes with lessons learned and a set of 
recommendations for future research. 
 
6.1. Key innovations 
In Section 2 it was stated that the aim of this research project was to research and 
develop solutions in order to shift failure modes and/or software defects detection to 
earlier phases of the automotive product development process. 
 
The innovation claim for this research project is stated as follows: 
 
Solutions for embedded software that shift failure modes and/or software defects 
detection to earlier phases of the automotive product development process. 
 
The claim is driven by four key solutions. Each solution addresses a specific gap and 
need within the automotive industry and as a result has its own benefits. The 
integration of all four key innovative solutions makes the holistic research 
outcome more than the sum of its parts. The four key solutions are: 
 
• Model-based product engineering process 
The first solution that has resulted from this research is the creation of a new 
process for automotive embedded software development called Model-based 
Product Engineering (MBPE). Submission 2 and Section 4 have shown that 
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previous research studies and current literature indicate that there is a need in the 
automotive industry for new integrated standardised model-based processes for 
embedded software development. The MBPE process addresses this gap. The 
MBPE process is standardised and tool independent. It consists of six levels with 
clear set of deliverables that are well understood by engineers and managers as 
well as automotive suppliers. The research has resulted in the creation of new 
engineering standards and design rules. In addition to that the MBPE process 
addresses the need to support product complexity assessment for seamless 
deployment within JLR and its supplier base. The deployment of the MBPE process 
within JLR has enabled detection of failure modes and/or software defects of over 
50% prior to supplier embedded software release. 
 
• Generic design verification interface 
The second solution that has resulted from this research is the creation of a new 
generic Design Verification Interface (DVI). The new generic DVI allows vehicle test 
cases to be exchanged and shared amongst JLR departments and suppliers. 
These test cases are sustainable for future use due to reduction of redundant 
engineering effort and time to re-use existing test cases on different test tools and 
test targets. In addition to that the generic DVI offers test case traceability across all 
MBPE levels and an interface where test cases can be used for automated testing 
in both offline and real-time test environments. Submission 3 and Section 4 show 
the research findings and evidence confirming the need for this innovative solution. 
 
• Standardised design verification method 
The third solution that has resulted from this research is the creation of a new 
Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM). In Submission 4 and Section 4 it 
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was shown that currently within JLR and the automotive industry test specifications 
are written in a completely different format hence making it very difficult for test 
engineers to auto-generate test scripts directly from these documents. The 
heterogeneous format of test specifications leads to significant re-work and re-
engineering of the software as many tests are implemented incorrectly hence 
causing late software changes resulting in loss of engineering effort and time. The 
SDVM addresses this gap. The SDVM offers a common and standardised interface 
for defining test cases derived from different vehicle systems. The semi-formal 
specification approach of the SDVM allows test scripts to be auto-generated 
directly from test specifications. 
 
• Platform independent test system 
The fourth solution that has resulted from this research is the creation of a new 
Platform Independent Test System (PITS). In Submission 4 and Section 4 it was 
shown that the transition from manual to automated testing involves the creation of 
test cases and test scripts that are suitable for execution in both offline and real-
time-time test environments. Current best practice drives the creation of test cases 
and test scripts to be developed for specific test tools and test targets. Test cases 
and test scripts developed for specific test targets require significant engineering 
effort and time due to the creation of rework and lack of test cases re-use. The 
holistic design and development of a new Platform Independent Test System 
(PITS) addresses this gap. The PIT system provides an end-to-end solution that 
supports automation across all MBPE process levels. The evaluation results of 
PITS have concluded research findings of 40% engineering effort reduction for test 
script creation and five to tenfold engineering time reduction compared to manual 
and automated testing using Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) tools. The PITS 
solution reduces license and maintenance costs for test automation tools. In 
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addition to that, provides JLR and its supplier base with a test environment which is 




A summary of the benefits to JLR and its supplier base resulting from the solution 
developed in this research is shown in Table 26. 
 
The research outcome of this project has enabled a shift of failure modes and/or 
software defects detection to earlier phases of the automotive product development 
process. JLR and its supplier base can develop future vehicle embedded software 
much faster with improved quality. This is driven by reduced engineering effort and 
time required to engineer and test future products mainly vehicle systems and features. 
 
Due to customer expectations for new and innovative features, the automotive industry 
and JLR will continue to face the challenge of managing the increased complexity of 
embedded software in vehicles. The innovative solutions developed throughout this 
research project will facilitate JLR and its supplier base with new processes, methods 
and tools capable to address this challenge. 
 
The use of the solutions within JLR and its supplier base will accelerate the roll-out of 
new vehicle features and functions. JLR is now in a stronger and more competitive 
position to develop in-vehicle embedded software. The quality of the embedded 
software can significantly improve due to the early introduction of validation and 
verification engineering activities prior to supplier software release. 
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Innovative Solutions Key Benefits 
Model-based Product 
Engineering (MPBE) 
• Standardised and tool independent process for embedded 
software development. Successfully deployed within JLR and its 
supplier base. 
• Six levels with clear set of deliverables that cover all key stages 
of the embedded software development driven by engineering 
standards and design rules. 
• Integrated deployment strategy that supports product complexity 
for robust introduction within a large automotive organisation. 
• Integration and link to JLR’s internal product development 
process. 
• Three levels of verification and validation (V&V) before Electronic 
Control Unit (ECU) prototype is available. 
• Embedded best practice from model-based development and 
systems engineering and other key product development 
processes. 
• Detection of failure modes and/or software defects of over 50% 




• Generic test interface suitable for exchanging and sharing test 
scripts amongst JLR and its supplier base. 
• Traceability across all MBPE levels. 
• Sustainable solution for maintaining and archiving test cases for 
future use. Reduces redundant engineering effort and time to re-




• Reduction of engineering effort and time to develop DVMs 
suitable for automated testing. 
• Easier to cope with late DVM changes and test script updates 
due to auto-generation of test scripts decoupled from test tools 
and test targets. 
• Common and standardised interface for defining test cases 
derived from different vehicle systems. 
• Automatic extraction of automated test scripts suitable for 
execution in both offline and real-time test environments. 
Platform Independent 
Test System (PITS) 
• End-to-end solution that supports automation across all MBPE 
process levels. 
• Support for offline and real-time automated testing enabling early 
testing before vehicle prototypes and production ECUs are 
available. 
• 40% engineering effort reduction for test script creation suitable 
for automated testing. 
• Five to tenfold engineering time reduction compared to manual 
and automated testing using Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) 
tools. 
• Reduction in license and maintenance costs for test automation 
tools. 
• Easy to upskill engineers and effective resource utilisation 
across the company. 
Table 26. Key benefits of innovative solutions. 
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Requirements Engineering (RE) coupled with early Proof-of-Concept (PoC) 
development and Model-Based Development (MBD) drives early detection of failure 
modes and/or software defects. Requirements specification is more complete and 
where appropriate in-house developed implementation/functional models can be used 
for auto-coding speeding up the development of new and innovative vehicle features. 
Engineers and managers have a new holistic framework in place that allows them to 
assess much faster what resources and engineering skills are needed to fast track the 
development of new and complex vehicle features. 
 
The lack of automation at the early stages of the product development process has 
been addressed in this research. JLR and supplier base have now the capability to 
execute automated tests prior to vehicle prototypes and Electronic Control Unit (ECU) 
hardware availability. Test specifications can be written in a SDVM for auto-generation 
of test scripts. The variation of having different vehicle systems and features DVMs 
written in different test specification forms has been removed since the introduction of 
the proposed SDVM. New test specifications can be used for both manual and 
automated testing. Test cases can be archived for future use using future test tools and 
test targets (or test platforms). It is difficult to accurately estimate the cost of re-writing 
test cases suitable for different test tools and test targets. The cost though is 
significantly high for both the OEM and its supplier base. This cost has been 
substantially reduced. JLR has the opportunity in the future to change test automation 
tools without having to occur additional and unnecessary costs for re-writing test scripts 
from existing test specifications. Training for new test tools suitable for automated 
testing can also substantially reduced. The proposed PIT system is driven by a simple 
Windows user interface. The associated user interface complexity from Commercial-
off-the-Shelf (COTS) tools has been reduced. Test engineers no longer required to 
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acquire programming and computer science engineering skills in order to operate test 
tools that are often complex with non-intuitive user interface. 
 
The evaluation results where appropriate have demonstrated the benefits of the 
innovative solutions through concrete evidence driven by engineering data. Data have 
been generated from real world use cases and business needs. Key benefits such as 
detection of 50% of failure modes and/or software defects prior to prototypes and ECU 
hardware availability, 40% reduction in engineering effort for test scripts creation, five 
to tenfold reduction in engineering time for automated testing, clearly demonstrates the 
significance of this research project to JLR and its supplier base. 
 
6.3. Lessons learned 
Although the proposed solutions have provided key benefits to the company and its 
suppliers, the research project has also provided vital lessons which have to be taken 
into consideration. 
 
The deployment of the solutions within JLR and its suppliers has exposed a number of 
challenges. The automotive industry is still in its infancy in terms of engineering skills 
availability for undertaking engineering related activities such as requirements 
engineering and model-based development. During this research it was found that a 
considerable amount of training and time was required for automotive engineers, very 
often with little software development experience, to become proficient and competent 
in toolsets aiming to be used for requirements engineering and model-based 
development. Lack of skills was particularly identified in the case where functional (or 
implementation) models intended to be used to automatically generate production 
software. It was also noted the need for up-front investment associated with the 
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engineering effort to develop Proof of Concepts (PoCs) using abstract models. 
Engineering through PoCs drives fast-fail mind-set and requirements churn at the early 
phases of the product development process. This is particularly challenging in a 
dynamic environment where numerous other vehicle programmes are being run in 
parallel. 
 
Another notable significant challenge was the commitment for capital expenditure for 
the provision of simulation hardware and software. The proposed innovative solutions 
drive a set of simulation tools (both hardware and software) that often are more 
expensive in comparison with conventional software and test development methods. 
This challenge was addressed with the introduction of a deployment strategy suitable 
to determine the applicability of simulation tools at each stage of the embedded 
software development. 
 
The verification and validation engineering activities of the proposed solutions 
necessitated the need for sensor, actuator and plant simulation models being 
developed for both offline and real-time automated testing. In some cases plant models 
were too detailed and extremely complex which led to substantial engineering effort for 
model debugging and integration with chosen simulation tools. A key lesson learned 
here is that model-based development experience is essential and required in order to 
judge the level of fidelity of the model under consideration. If a sensor, actuator or plant 
model is too abstract then it might be insufficient for integration. On the other hand if a 
model is too detailed then as mentioned earlier integration challenges arise. 
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6.4. Future work 
The completion of this research project has presented opportunities for future work in 
the area of automotive embedded software development. 
 
Currently test scripts are generated from test cases defined and written by system 
engineers. These test cases do not necessarily take into account all levels of system 
abstraction. Because test cases are written using a manual procedure they tend to 
cover systems and features that are at the higher level of abstraction. This is driven 
from the nature of automotive systems being highly interconnected and coupled. The 
consequence can lead to the conclusions that the full test space and coverage of a 
given system or feature under test remains unexplored. The lack of systematically 
deriving test cases at all levels of abstraction can lead to undiscovered failure models 
and/or software defects. 
 
Another opportunity for future research work is around the development and 
engineering of requirements and test specification. System requirements and test 
specifications tend to look for “passes” rather than “fails”. Fail conditions within test 
specifications are driven from non-functional requirements as well as requirements 
generated through other techniques such as pairwise, combinatorial and random 
testing. The robustness of the automotive embedded software can be substantially 
improved if test specifications were “intelligent” to look for unintentional functionality in 
the system under consideration. 
 
The solution of the SDVM can be extended to cover requirements specification. If 
requirements were to be written in a standardised form then the auto-generation of test 
scripts can be more effective and productive. Current toolsets available to the 
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automotive industry allow requirements specification to be written in a machine 
readable data form but they still leave it open to the engineers to customise and create 
bespoke environments, very often driving inconsistency across the OEMs and 
suppliers. 
 
The trend of vehicle embedded software being moved to an off-board server (or cloud) 
necessitates the need for new research in the area of off-board vehicle feature 
development and test. Do off-board vehicle software engineering activities need to 
follow best practices developed for on-board? What are the key enablers for fast pace 
development and introduction of new and innovative off-board based vehicle features? 
How do these enablers relate to vehicle autonomy, future vehicle connectivity and 
digital transformation of the automotive industry? 
 
The outcome of this research work has put solid foundations in place for future 
research work. The proposed solutions can be taken to the next level in order to 
address the needs of the automotive industry for the next 5 to 10 years from now. 
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7. Conclusions 
In conclusion, this research has resulted in the design and deployment of solutions for 
automotive embedded software development. The implementation of the solutions 
developed, has shown significant shift of detection of failure modes and/or software 
defects to earlier phases of the automotive product development process. Research 
findings have shown a detection of more than 50% of failure modes and/or software 
defects before supplier embedded software release. This is a significant improvement 
compared to previous programmes where failure modes and/or software defects were 
found after supplier software release and availability of ECU hardware. In addition to 
the above, evaluation results have shown substantial reduction in engineering effort 
and time for the creation of test cases and test scripts suitable for automated testing 
execution in both offline and real-time environments. Research findings demonstrated 
a 40% reduction in engineering effort and five to tenfold reduction in engineering time. 
 
Data from a recent Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) vehicle programme were collected and 
analysed in order to realise the research challenge of early detection of failure modes 
and/or software defects during product development. The outcome from the analysis 
confirmed that compared to an internal target too many failure modes and/or software 
defects escape from the early stages of product development. As a result failure modes 
and/or software defects are found too late in the product development process resulting 
in expensive and time consuming engineering changes. 
 
In the early stages of the research two studies were conducted in order to identify the 
importance of integration between automotive OEMs and suppliers as well as 
suppliers’ capability for model-based development and automated testing. Research 
findings concluded that OEMs’ capability to develop robust requirements, system 
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architecture designs and Electronic Control Units (ECUs) specification prior to supplier 
activities, and supplier undertaking to deliver robust ECUs, have significant impact on 
embedded software quality and the ability to detect failure modes and/or software 
defects at the early stages of the product development. Data collected and analysed 
from across the automotive supplier base, responsible for embedded software 
development and test, suggested that there was a lack of model-based development 
and automated testing during the early stages of the product development. There was 
overwhelming evidence corroborating the notion that the automotive supplier base was 
heavily relying on ECU physical prototypes being available for testing embedded 
software. 
 
The research challenge of how to shift failure modes and/or software defects to the 
earlier phases of the automotive product development process led to the creation of a 
number of solutions. These solutions were driven by integrated processes, methods 
and tools applicable to automotive embedded software development. 
 
A new process called Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) was developed and 
deployed within JLR. Current literature shows that today “a silver bullet” for automotive 
embedded software development does not exist. All existing product development 
processes have either limitations amongst their benefits or simply are not matured yet 
for industrialisation. The key outcome from the literature was that the automotive 
industry requires pragmatic product development processes that can be understood by 
OEMs and their supplier base. Pragmatic product development processes have greater 
chances to be implemented and as a result can transform the way the automotive 
industry develops products. The proposed MBPE process addressed this gap, it brings 
together best practices from model-based development and other processes such as 
V-model, agile, spiral and systems engineering. The research outcome from the 
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development of the MBPE process was the generation of new engineering standards 
and design rules for JLR and its supplier base. The MBPE process has been 
successfully evaluated through a set of key criteria. The MBPE process has been 
deployed within JLR and early benefits have shown detection of failure modes and/or 
software defects of over 50% prior to supplier embedded software release. This is a 
significant shift to the early stages of the product development. In addition to that, 
results show a significant reduction in validation and test times driven by a combination 
of functional and diagnostics automated testing. 
 
An innovative solution towards standardisation of test cases for automotive embedded 
software development called Design Verification Interface (DVI) was designed. Current 
best practice in the automotive industry drives engineers to create test scripts for 
specific test tools and test targets (or test platforms). The problem with this approach is 
that test scripts cannot be further reused for other applications which require different 
set of test tools and test targets. In order to overcome this problem a generic Design 
Verification Interface (DVI) was created in order to enable automated testing, test 
exchange and traceability across all Model-based Product Engineering (MBPE) 
process levels. The generic DVI eliminated the redundant efforts of re-writing test 
cases and facilitated test engineers within JLR and its supplier base with a 
standardised test interface. 
 
A solution for defining test cases for all vehicle systems in a common form called 
Standardised Design Verification Method (SDVM) was developed. SDVM uses a semi-
formal test specification approach. As a result test cases can be presented as machine 
readable data. The integration of DVI and SDVM drives a test solution across all MBPE 
process levels. The outcome of this is that test cases can be auto-generated, executed 
and exchanged amongst different test tools and test platforms. Evaluation results show 
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that test cases derived from across all key vehicle systems were successfully written in 
the new SDVM. Previously, these test cases would have been written in standalone 
and custom DVM forms. 
 
The research activities were concluded with the development and evaluation of the 
proposed Platform Independent Test System (PITS). PITS is an end to end solution 
that supports all levels of system abstraction from the test case definition phase to the 
execution of automated test scripts in both offline and real time test environments. 
Research findings from the PITS evaluation suggested 40% engineering effort 
reduction for test script creation for automated testing and five to tenfold engineering 
time reduction compared to manual and automated testing using Commercial of the 
Shelf (COTS) tools. The PIT system offers sustainable solution for maintaining and 
archiving test scripts for future use. In addition to that the company’s expenditure for 
test automation tools licence and maintenance is significantly reduced in the range of 
£1.1M over a five years period. 
 
The MBPE process is already in production. MBPE process requirements were 
cascaded to all JLR departments and suppliers that are responsible for developing 
automotive embedded software. The DVI, SDVM and PITS are not in production yet. 
They need to move from their prototype phase to the development in order to be fully 
prepared for a release into production. 
 
The integration of PITS with the MBPE process, the SDVM and the DVI have driven 
solutions for the company with the potential to significantly shift failure modes and/or 
software defects detection to the early stages of the product development. The 
outcome of this research means that JLR is in a stronger position to develop future 
products with better embedded software quality and reduced time to market. 
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Appendix A. Event-driven process chain 
Table 27 shows the Event-driven Process (EPC) chain symbols used to depict the 
engineering activities of the model-based product engineering process. 
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Appendix B. Model-based testing concepts 
B.1. Model-in-the-loop concept 
 
Figure 40. Model-in-the-Loop (MIL) concept. 
 
B.2. Software-in-the-loop concept 
 
Figure 41. Software-in-the-Loop (SIL) concept. 
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B.3. Rapid controller prototyping concept 
 
 
Figure 42. Rapid Controller Prototyping (RCP) concept. 
 
B.4. Hardware-in-the-loop concept 
 
Figure 43. Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) concept. 
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Appendix C. XSD and XML documents 
The full XSD model derived from the UML model in Figure 17 is shown below. 
 
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?> 
<xsd:schema elementFormDefault = "qualified" xmlns:xs = 
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
    <xsd:element name = "jaguarlandrover"  type = "Company" /> 
    <xsd:complexType name = "Company"> 
        <xsd:sequence> 
            <xsd:element name = "vehicle" type = "Vehicle" minOccurs = 
"1" maxOccurs = "unbounded"/> 
        </xsd:sequence> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
    <xsd:complexType name = "Vehicle"> 
        <xs:sequence> 
            <xs:element name = "colour" type = "xsd:string" minOccurs 
= "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
            <xs:element name = "transmissionType" type = "xsd:string" 
minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
            <xs:element name = "body" type = "Body" minOccurs = "1" 
maxOccurs = "2"/> 
            <xs:element name = "engine" type = "Engine" minOccurs = 
"1" maxOccurs = "unbounded"/> 
        </xs:sequence> 
        <xs:attribute name = "vehicleId" type = "xsd:string"/> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
     
    <xsd:complexType name = "Body"> 
        <xsd:sequence> 
            <xsd:element name = "numberOfDoors" type = "xsd:integer" 
minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "unbounded"/> 
        </xsd:sequence> 
        <xs:attribute name = "bodyType" type = "xsd:string"/> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
     
    <xsd:complexType name = "Engine"> 
        <xsd:sequence> 
            <xsd:element name = "fuelType" type = "xsd:string" 
minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
        </xsd:sequence> 
        <xs:attribute name = "engineSize" type = "xsd:integer"/> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
     
    <xsd:complexType name = "vehicleType"> 
        <xsd:complexContent> 
            <xsd:extension base = "Vehicle"> 
                <xsd:sequence> 
                    <xsd:element name = "brandType" type = "DriveType" 
minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
                    <xsd:element name = "wheelDrive" type = 
"xsd:integer" minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
                    <xsd:element name = "driveType" type = "DriveType" 
minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
                </xsd:sequence> 
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                <xs:attribute name = "vehicleBrand" type = 
"xsd:string"/> 
            </xsd:extension> 
        </xsd:complexContent> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
     
    <xsd:complexType name = "DriveType"> 
        <xsd:complexContent> 
            <xsd:extension base = "VehicleType"> 
                <xsd:sequence> 
                    <xsd:element name = "driveType" type = 
"xsd:string" minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1"/> 
                </xsd:sequence> 
            </xsd:extension> 
        </xsd:complexContent> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
</xsd:schema> 
 
The full XML document derived from the UML and XSD is shown below. 
 
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8" ?> 
<jaguarlandrover 
    xmlns = "http://dvi.org/DVI" 
    xmlns:xsi = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
    <vehicle vehicleId = "ER234678"> 
        <colour>White</colour> 
        <transmissionType>Auto</transmissionType> 
        <body bodyType = "Aluminium"> 
            <numberOfDoors>5</numberOfDoors> 
        </body> 
        <engine engineSize = "3"> 
            <fuelType>Diesel</fuelType> 
        </engine> 
    </vehicle> 
     <vehicle vehicleId = "XJ234678" vehicleBrand= "Jaguar" xsi:type = 
"VehicleType"> 
        <colour>Red</colour> 
        <transmissionType>Manual</transmissionType> 
        <body bodyType = "Aluminium"> 
            <numberOfDoors>5</numberOfDoors> 
        </body> 
         <engine engineSize = "3"> 
            <fuelType>Diesel</fuelType> 
        </engine> 
        <brandType>XJ</brandType> 
        <wheelDrive>2</wheelDrive> 
        <driveType>RightHandDrive</driveType> 
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Appendix D. Attributes used for the development of SDVM 
Table 28 shows the list of attributes used for the design of the new Standardised 
Design Verification Method (SDVM). 
 








• Other (this may include, USB, hands free phone connectivity, iPod, voice, Bluetooth, 




• Digital I/O such as switch inputs and outputs (low/high side driver) 
• Analogue I/O such as resistive voltage inputs and voltage control outputs 
• Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), a common type of digital I/O often used in the 




• Read of Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM). A 
typical application that uses EEPROM read is vehicle seat position control 
• Read of calibration parameters such as vehicle engine maps 
• Other various ECU software parameters 
• Read and write of car configuration. It is used to configure a vehicle for different 
markets (i.e. left or right hand drive) 
• Vehicle diagnostics. Mainly used to put ECU into programing mode or read fault 
codes after a cycle of tests 
Type of 
validation 
• ON/OFF. An ON/OFF input signal that causes the output to change state. This is a 
common attribute for body, comfort and climate systems 
• Function-based. The input signal is a function such as ramp up and rump down. This 
is a common attribute for chassis and powertrain systems 
• IF/ELSE, the input or output signal is subject to an IF and ELSE condition. This is a 
common attribute for infotainment systems 
• FOR LOOP the input or output signal is subject to a FOR LOOP condition. This is a 
common attribute for infotainment systems 
• Truth table. The input and output signals are subject to a truth table. This is a 
common attribute for infotainment systems 
• Lookup table. The input and output signals are subject to a lookup table. This is a 






• State control logic. This is a common attribute for body, comfort and climate systems 
• Continuous control logic. This is a common attribute for chassis and powertrain 
systems 
• Event driven control logic. This is a common attribute for infotainment and HMI 
systems 
Test target or 
test platform 
• Offline PC-based 
• Real-time 
Test method • Data are confidential and therefore are only available in Submission 4 
Table 28. List of attributes used for the design of SDVM. 
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Appendix E. Supported conditions and branches within the SDVM 





SDVM Template Semi-formal Notation - 
Example Description 
For Loop LOOP(5|) Loops five times the test case 
While Loop LOOP(PowerModeSignal>0) Loops until the condition is satisfied 
If Else CHECKIF(PowerModeSignal==0) Proceed If condition is satisfied  
Goto GOTO(LOC_TEST_ID_1) Go to test case with ID 1 
Table 29. Description of condition and branches. 
 
An example of a condition/branch is given as follows: 
 
Test case condition using informal specification: 
Check if vehicle signal called “PowerMode_MS” is greater than 6 (6 = Ignition). If this 
condition is true then move to test case with ID 4. 
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Appendix F. FURPS+ model 
Table 30 shows the definition of FURPS+ requirements. Functionality is the only type 
of functional requirement. Functionality is referring to what the customer wants and as 
a result the main features of the product. In this research Functionality refers to a set of 
requirements to deliver the main features of PITS. The remaining types of requirements 
in the FURPS+ model are of non-functional type. 
 
FURPS Meaning Type 
Functionality Main product features. Functional 
Usability User interface, accessibility, aesthetics and consistency. 
Non-
functional 
Reliability Availability, accuracy and recovery. 
Performance Throughput, response time, recovery time and start-up time. 
Supportability Testability, adaptability, maintainability, compatibility, 
configurability, installability and scalability. 
+ Meaning 
Design requirements Design constraints. 
Implementation 
requirements Coding or construction constraints. 
Interface requirements Interaction with an external item. 
Physical requirements Physical constraint imposed on the hardware. 
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Appendix G. Summary of evaluation results 
G.1. Satisfaction of MBPE process requirements 
Number Requirement Satisfied How 
1 Standardised Y Defined in Engineering Standard A 
2 Tool independent Y All levels are tool independent as defined in Engineering Standard A 
3 Link and integration to JLR PCS Y All levels have link to JLR PCS as defined in Engineering Standard A 
4 Support of offline (PC) model-based automated testing Y 
Supported by levels 0, 1 and 2 in 
Engineering Standard A 
5 Support of real-time model-based automated testing Y 
Supported by levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 in 
Engineering Standard A, Design Rule A and 
Design Rule B 
6 
Support of functional/non-
functional and vehicle 
diagnostics testing 
Y Supported by all levels as defined in Engineering Standard A 
7 
Design verification methods 
abstraction to support different 
vehicle levels 
Y Supported by levels 1, 3, 4 and 5 in Engineering Standard A 
8 Support of test data exchange Y As defined in the Design Verification Interface (DVI) 
9 Support of product complexity Y As defined in the MBPE deployment strategy (Submission 2) 
10 Support of agile and concurrent 
engineering Y 
All levels are iterative as defined in 
Engineering Standard A 
11 Re-use of executable functional 
models via model-based design Y 
Supported by levels 0 and 1 in Engineering 
Standard A 
12 
Support of quality, safety and 
software related industry 
standards 
Y Support of ISO 14229, ISO 26262, MCDC, MISRA, CMMI and SPICE. 
13 
Automated generation and re-
use of test scripts via common 
design verification interface 
Y 
As defined in the Design Verification 
Interface (DVI) and Standardised Design 
Verification Method (SDVM) 
14 
Software verification and 
validation prior to supplier 
release 
Y Supported by levels 0, 1 and 2 in Engineering Standard A 
15 
Support vehicle level model 
integration prior to production 
software and hardware 
Y Supported by levels 0, 1 and 2 in Engineering Standard A 
16 Support customer and system 
requirements validation Y 
Supported by levels 0 and 1 in Engineering 
Standard A 
17 Traceability between different levels of abstraction and models Y Defined in Engineering Standard B 
18 Support of OEM/Supplier information management Y 
Defined in Engineering Standard A and JLR 
software Statement of Work (SoW) 
19 
Integrated deployment strategy 
for robust introduction within a 
large organisation 
Y As defined in the MBPE deployment strategy (Submission 2) 
Table 31. Summary of MBPE requirements satisfaction. 
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G.2. Capability of MBPE process 
Table 32 summarises the MBPE process Levels failure modes and/or software defects 
detection capability. Detection capability is rated as L (Low, no detection or <10% 
opportunity to detect), M (Medium, <60% opportunity to detect) and H (High, <100% 
opportunity to detect). Detection capability across all levels is incremental and hence 
each Level requires the execution of the previous level. 
 
Areas for Potential Failure Modes 













Customer Requirements H M M M H H 
System Requirements H H M M M H 
Software Specification L H H H H H 
Arithmetic L L M H H H 
Programming L L H H H H 
Compiler L L M H H H 
Scheduler L L M H H H 
System Integration M L M M H H 
Software I/O Compatibility L H H H H H 
Hardware I/O Compatibility L L M H H H 
Diagnostic Services (Part I) L L L H H H 
Diagnostics Part II (Including DTCs) L L L M M H 
Distributed Functionality M L M M H H 
Immunity to Low Voltage L L L H H H 
Energy and Load Management M L L M M H 
Network Management M L M M M H 
Network Robustness L L M M M H 
Car Configuration M M M H H H 
Memory / EEPROM L L L H H H 
Manufacturing Validation M M L H H H 
Software Download Functionality L L L M M H 
Gateway Functionality M M M M H H 
Start Up & Shut Down Vehicle 
Functionality M L M L M H 
Closed Loop Energy Flow M L M L M H 
Table 32. Failure modes and/or software defects detection capability (L = Low, M = 
Medium, H = High) across all MBPE levels. 
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G.3. Satisfaction of DVI requirements and comparison with other standards 
Table 33 summarises the DVI requirements satisfaction. 
 
Number Requirement Satisfied How 
1 Support of different signal profiles Y Proven through PITS 
application and SDVM 
2 Control flow (Logical and conditional) Y Proven through PITS 
application and SDVM 
3 Support functional- based type testing Y Proven through PITS 
application and SDVM 
4 Support offline testing (MIL/SIL-based) Y Proven through Locking and Wiper control use cases 
5 Support real-time testing (RCP/HIL-based) Y Proven through Locking and Wiper control use cases 
6 Support in-vehicle networks diagnostics testing Y 
Proven through PITS 
application and SDVM 
7 Support all MBPE abstraction levels Y Proven through SDVM 
requirements satisfaction 
8 Link to standardised DVM Y Proven through PITS 
application and SDVM 
9 Support auto-generation of test cases Y Proven through Locking and Wiper control use cases 
10 Plugin for MATLAB interface – PC-based testing Y 
Proven through Locking and 
Wiper control use cases 
11 Plugin for Python (dSPACE) interface  – Real-time based testing Y 
Proven through Locking and 
Wiper control use cases 
12 Proven with real automotive applications Y Proven through Locking and Wiper control use cases 
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Table 34 show a comparison between the DVI and other automotive related standards. 
 
Number Requirement OTX ODX FMI ATX DVI 
1 Support of different signal profiles N N N Y Y 
2 Control flow (Logical and conditional) Y N N N Y 
3 Support functional- based type testing Y N P Y Y 
4 Support offline testing (MIL/SIL-based) N N Y Y Y 
5 Support real-time testing (RCP/HIL-based) Y N P Y Y 
6 Support in-vehicle networks diagnostics testing N N N N Y 
7 Support all MBPE abstraction levels N N P P Y 
8 Link to standardised DVM N N N P Y 
9 Support auto-generation of test cases N P N P Y 
10 Plugin for MATLAB interface – PC-based testing N N N N Y 
11 Plugin for Python (dSPACE) interface  – Real-time based testing N N N N Y 
12 Proven with real automotive applications Y Y P N Y 
Number Additional Requirement Driven by Other Standards OTX ODX FMI ATX DVI 
13 Support ECU diagnostics testing Y Y N N N 
14 Simulation models integration / Co-
simulation N N Y N N 
15 International standard Y Y N N N 
Table 34. DVI comparison against other standards. 
 
Key: 
Y = Supported 
N = Not Supported 
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G.4. Vehicle systems/features written in the proposed SDVM 
Table 35 shows the list of key vehicle systems/features written in the proposed SVDM. 
More details are given in Submission 6. 
 
Vehicle System/Feature MBPE Process Implemented Reference 
Interior lights Level 4 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Transmission system  Level 3 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Comfort system Level 3 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Climate control Level 3 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Hybrid control Level 1/2 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Electronic park brake control Level 4 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Human machine interface Level 3/4 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Infotainment Level 4/5 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Engine management system Level 3/4 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Power supply Level 5 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Locking system Level 5 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Wipers system Level 0/1 Y Appendix A in Submission 6 
Table 35. Vehicle systems/features written in the SDVM. 
 
Key: 
Y - Fully implemented 
P - Partially implemented 
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G.5. A sample of PITS requirements satisfaction 
Table 36 shows a sample of PITS stakeholder, functional and non-functional 
requirements satisfaction. The full list can be found in Submission 6. 
 
Number Requirement Type How 
STK_SRS_1 
The system shall provide an interface for 
the creation and automated execution of 
test cases suitable for all Model Based 
Product Engineering (MBPE) levels 
(Level 1 to Level 5). 
Stakeholder Implemented through SDVM. 
STK_SRS_2 
The system shall automatically generate 
platform independent test scripts directly 
from the SDVM. 
Stakeholder Implemented in the DVI XML. 
STK_SRS_3 
The system shall support a generic DVI 
interface suitable for test exchange and 
integration with different test automation 
environments (support for offline and 
real-time test targets). 
Stakeholder 
Implemented through 




The PIT system shall generate a generic 
XML representation of the DVM test data 
as an output.  
Functional Implemented in the SDVM and DVI.xml. 
FR_SRS_02 
The DVI generic XML data shall be the 
intermediate representation of the test 
data. 
Functional Implemented in the DVI.xml. 
FR_SRS_03 
The DVI generic XML test data shall be 
the input for the auto-generated platform 
dependent test script. 
Functional Implemented in the DVI.xml. 
NFR_SRS_01 
The PIT system shall generate an XML 
representation of the SDVM test data as 
an output. 
Non-functional Implemented in the DVI.xml. 
NFR_SRS_02 
The DVI XML test data shall be the 
intermediate representation of the test 
data. 
Non-functional Implemented in the DVI.xml. 
NFR_SRS_03 The generic DVI XML shall be developed to support the Engineering Standard A. Non-functional 
Implemented in the 
SDVM and DVI.xml. 
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G.6. Implementation of signal profiles defined in the SDVM 
Table 37 shows an offline and real-time implementation of signal profiles defined in the 
SDVM. Two signal profiles were not implemented in real-time due to dSPACE 
constraints. 
 










Sig_RAMP Ramp. Y Y 
Sig_CHIRP_SIG Chirp. Y Y 
Sig_TIME_BASED_PULSE Time based pulse. Y Y 
Sig_STEP Step. Y Y 
Sig_CONSTANT Constant value. Y Y 
Sig_UNIFORM_RAND_NUM Uniform random 
number. Y Y 
Sig_SIN Sinusoidal. Y Y 
Sig_SINGLE_PULSE Single pulse. Y Y 
Sig_REPEATED_SEQ Repeated 
sequence. Y 
N (dSPACE real-time target 
does not provide all 
parameters) 
Sig_SAMPLE_BASED_PULSE Sample based pulse. Y Y 
Sig_SIGNAL_GEN Signal generator. Y Y 
Sig_SIGNAL_BUILDER Signal builder. Y 
N (dSPACE real-time target 
does not provide all 
parameters) 
Table 37. Signal profiles defined in the SDVM and implementation in MATLAB and 
dSPACE through PITS. 
 
Key:  
Y - Fully implemented 
P - Partially implemented 
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G.7. Vehicle remote key locking control system SIMULINK model 
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G.8. Vehicle remote key locking system test definition in SDVM 
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G.9. Results from offline automated testing 
 
Figure 46. Input signals for vehicle remote key locking – LOC_TEST_ID_2. 
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G.10. Results from real-time automated testing 
 
Figure 48. Real-time input signals for vehicle remote key locking system – 
LOC_TEST_ID_2. 
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Figure 49. Real-time actual and expected signals for vehicle remote key locking 
system – LOC_TEST_ID_2. 
 
 
 
